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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report sets out the challenges and opportunities facing the Arts Council
when considering how best to address the provision of quality theatrical
presentations of prescribed curriculum plays for second-level school audiences.
Section 1 frames the report in the context of Ireland’s current financial
difficulties and the need to balance these constraints with the responsibility
to foster young people’s participation in cultural life and the arts, and to
provide them with an education that enables them to reach their full potential.
Section 2 details the methodology of the review process, which included the
establishment of an Advisory Group; desk research; gathering submissions
from a range of stakeholders in the arts and education sectors, including
young people; and a forum discussion with a cross-section of these groups.
Section 3 outlines current policy and provision, drawing attention to Arts
Council policies relevant to arts-in-education and audience engagement
with theatre, and related developments within the arts sector. This section
also provides an overview of the current school curriculum in relation to
drama/theatre, prescribed plays, and relevant strategic developments in the
Department of Education and Skills (DES) and National Council for Curriculum
and Assessment (NCCA). While drama/theatre is not currently a subject in its
own right for most students, it is integral to the English syllabus. Plays are not
currently prescribed at junior cycle, and the NCCA’s new framework for this
level provides schools with increasing flexibility across subject areas. The
prescribed lists which form part of the English and Irish language syllabuses
at senior cycle are revised annually and provide some flexibility and choice
for teachers and students. The national strategy, Literacy and Numeracy for
Learning and Life (DES,2011) will impact on curriculum developments over
the coming years.
Section 4 outlines the current practices of theatre companies presenting
plays which tie in with the school curriculum. These range from full-length
presentations of plays on the prescribed lists to workshop-style presentations
of key moments in those plays; the provision of digital and online resources;
and programmes which connect second-level school audiences with
professional theatre in a manner which supports other aspects of the
curriculum. In several cases, theatre companies plan their artistic programmes
to deliberately target school audiences (e.g., Second Age, Fíbín), while other
publicly funded organisations have presented plays appearing on the
prescribed lists without always being aware of the connection (e.g., Druid,
Pan Pan, Dublin Theatre Festival).
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Section 5 describes the input from various stakeholders gathered over the
course of the review including theatre and arts practitioners, teachers, and
students. It concludes with an outline of the submissions made by the NCCA
and the DES Post-Primary Inspectors of English as part of the review process.
Section 6 presents an analysis of the challenges and opportunities emerging
from the review. The lack of a coordinated approach at national policy level
to facilitating arts-in-education experiences has presented a serious difficulty.
However, the Arts-in-Education Charter currently being developed by the
Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht and the Department of
Education and Skills suggests there is a commitment by the current Ministers
to address this issue. Many of the principles underpinning the school
curriculum and best practice in arts-in-education are shared and opportunities
to make these connections more explicit are apparent. Digital technologies
have the potential to provide dynamic and cost-effective access points to live
theatre for students. There is also potential for the Arts Council and the NCCA
to develop curriculum modules to connect schools with local professional
arts performances and programmes. Transition year units and short courses
proposed in A Framework for Junior Cycle (2011) offer flexibility in this regard.
Section 7 proposes a number of recommendations regarding how the Arts
Council might approach the provision of quality presentations of curriculum
plays. Targeted initiatives are proposed to support young people’s engagement
with professional theatre in a manner which ties in with various aspects of
the curriculum, including the presentation of prescribed plays. A Performing
Arts Learning Service (PALS) is proposed to connect school audiences with the
artistic programmes of professional arts organisations in a manner which will
ensure a more coordinated use of expertise and public resources. Schemes
to promote local arts-in-education partnerships between performing arts
organisations, schools and other partners; and to connect schools with theatre
and other art forms through digital technology are proposed. The Council
is urged to ensure adequate provision of theatre for current second-level
audiences is maintained in the short term through existing funding mechanisms
while these pilot initiatives are developed. The Council is encouraged to share
the report and recommendations with the Department of Education and Skills,
the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment and the Department
of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht with a view to building on the potential
offered by the Arts-in-Education Charter currently being developed and
agreeing joint actions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose of the review
The purpose of this review is to assist the Arts Council in considering how best,
in current circumstances, to address the provision of quality theatrical presentations
of prescribed curriculum plays for second-level school audiences. How might the Arts
Council ensure that second-level students in Ireland have the opportunity to engage
in a meaningful way with theatre in the context of the plays they are studying
at school? What models currently exist or might be developed with regard to this
particular area of provision?

1.2

Context of the review
The review has taken place at a time when the Arts Council, along with other national
agencies and government departments, faces difficult choices due to reduced available
resources. Recent cuts to a range of arts organisations, including theatre companies
presenting work for school audiences, threaten to have a disproportionate impact on
the access to professional theatre of over 350,000 young people in Ireland currently
in second-level education.1
Overall, the Arts Council budget has diminished by more than twenty percent over
the past four years from 85 million Euros in 2008 to 63 million in 2012. The budget
for theatre, excluding The Abbey, has been reduced by more than forty percent from
just over 11 million in 2008 to 6.3 million in 2012. The Abbey’s funding has been
reduced from 10 million in 2008 to 7.1 million in 2012.  Young People, Children,
and Education (YPCE) has seen a modest allocation of 3.7 million reduced to 3 million
over those years. Both Theatre and YPCE receive other funding amounts under the
Arts Council touring scheme, and through supports made available to venues,
festivals, and local arts.
The need to provide at a policy level for opportunities for young people to engage
with quality arts experiences is recognised by the Arts Council.2 There is an obligation
on the State, enshrined in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, to protect
and promote young people’s right to participate in arts and culture, as well as
to provide them with an education that enables them to develop their personality,
talents and abilities to their fullest potential.3 The recommendations in this report
seek to assist the Arts Council in addressing these responsibilities in the context
of current financial constraints.

Key Statistics 2010/2011 published by the Department of Education and Skills, updated in March 2012 and
available on the Department’s website, show that there were 356,107 young people at 729 second level
schools in the 2010/2011 academic year.
2
Developing the Arts in Ireland, Arts Council Strategic Overview 2011-2013, Arts Council, p.9
3
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, Articles 29 and 31
1
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Overview of the review process
Arising from the review brief, and discussions with Arts Council staff and members
of the Advisory Group appointed to oversee the process, the overall goals of this
review were agreed as follows:
• to examine existing models of practice, i.e., the manner in which professional
arts organisations and theatre practitioners currently present plays on the
school curriculum;
• to solicit input from a diverse range of stakeholder groups about their
experiences;
• to identify any problems and issues arising, as well as current resources
and opportunities;
• and to propose potential strategies through which the Arts Council might
continue to support this area of work.
A number of ‘expert’ views have informed the review process, including students,
teachers, theatre professionals, arts-in-education professionals, and representatives
of groups with responsibility for shaping and implementing policy in the education
sector. Quality input from a limited but diverse range of stakeholders has been
prioritised over larger-scale research. For example, a comprehensive survey and mapping of the experience of all students and teachers across Ireland was not carried out.

2.2

Advisory Group
The Advisory Group was an expert group made up of seven members, including
representatives from the arts and education sectors. The members of the group are
listed in Appendix A.
The Advisory Group met in February 2012 to identify key issues of relevance to the
review. The group assisted in shaping a discussion paper and collating a distribution
list of interested parties to contact in relation to the review.
Follow-up was carried out with individual Advisory Group members by email and
phone. In particular, throughout the course of the review, Advisory Group Chair,
Dr. Michael Finneran, provided ongoing advice and assistance.
Six of the seven Advisory Group members participated in a forum discussion and
workshop on 21 April. Their input at the forum event is integrated with other
feedback from that process.
Members of the Advisory Group provided further feedback in the process of finalising
this report.
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2.3

Visits to models of practice
During the course of this review, several theatre companies were touring in Ireland
with presentations of plays on the school curriculum. A list of performances attended
is included in Appendix B. The call for submissions detailed below provided an
opportunity for those companies, along with others whose productions did not
coincide with the review, to outline their models of practice. Desk research on
international models of practice was carried out. In addition, a site visit was made
to the Royal Shakespeare Company in Stratford-upon-Avon.

2.4

Desk research
Desk research included an examination of relevant policies, programmes and research
undertaken by the Arts Council, the Department of Education and Skills (DES), and
The National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA). The NCCA Curriculum
Online resource, together with research and reports on curriculum development
accessible through the NCCA website, provided a clear and helpful indication of
the current curriculum at second-level and proposed developments. The websites
of a number of arts organisations, including companies based overseas provided
an insight into national and international models of practice. A list of all material
referenced over the course of the review is included in Appendix C.

2.5

Discussion paper and stakeholder submissions
With the assistance of the Advisory Group, a discussion paper was developed and
distributed to a range of stakeholders across the arts and education sectors, along
with a call for submissions. Groups contacted included: arts organisations; local
authority arts offices; the NCCA; the DES Inspectorate; State Examinations
Commission (SEC); higher education institutes involved in teacher education;
education centres; the Professional Development Support Service for Teachers (PDST);
and the support service for Irish language teachers (an tSeirbhís Tacaíochta Dara
Leibhéal don Ghaeilge). The discussion paper is included in Appendix D.
Nineteen submissions were received, the list of which is included in Appendix E.
The content from these submissions has informed Sections 4 and 5 of this report.

2.6

Meetings and focus groups
In addition to the formal written submissions received, a number of one-to-one
meetings, conversations and follow-up emails with different stakeholders took place.
A list of these inputs is included in Appendix F, and the feedback is incorporated into
Sections 4, 5 and 6 of this report.
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A focus group was held with sixteen young people from across Ireland participating
in the National Association of Youth Drama (NAYD) Young Critics programme.
Participants are listed in Appendix G and their feedback is incorporated into Section
5 of the report.
An online focus group was initiated through The Irish National Organisation of
Teachers of English (INOTE). Information on the review process was distributed to over
740 INOTE members. Teachers who responded provided input by sending a written
submission and/or attending the forum event on Saturday 21 April (see 2.7 below).
A targeted effort was also made to solicit the input of Irish language teachers
through the Irish Language Support Service for teachers (An tSeirbhís Tacaíochta
Dara Leibhéal don Ghaeilge). Information about the review was sent in Irish to several
teachers identified by the support service. While these teachers were not able to
participate in the process, a representative from the support service provided input
by phone and email and attended the forum on 21 April (see below).  

2.7

Forum discussion and workshop
A forum discussion and workshop was held on Saturday 21 April. A range of
stakeholders attended including representatives from the Arts Council, the DES
Inspectorate, NCCA, NAYD, Association for Drama in Education in Ireland (ADEI),
Professional Development Service for Teachers (PDST), an tSeirbhís Tacaíochta Dara
Leibhéal don Ghaeilge, higher education institutes, teachers, arts practitioners, and
second-level school students. Please see Appendix H for an outline of the day and
full list of participants.
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3

CURRENT POLICY AND PROVISION

3.1

Arts-in-Education Framework
Theatrical presentations of prescribed curriculum plays are addressed in this report
within the broader framework of arts-in-education policy and provision.4
The current Arts Council strategy, Developing the Arts in Ireland 2011–2013 builds
on previous plans and has a dual focus on supporting artists and arts organisations
and on seeking to increase public engagement and participation in the arts. The
document includes a commitment to build on the 2008 Report of the Special
Committee on Arts and Education, Points of Alignment.
Points of Alignment identifies a number of needs and actions of relevance to this
review, such as:
The need for policy and structures to be so designed as to secure the commitment and
support of education and arts policy-makers and funders nationally, while ensuring
that local models of partnership and provision are facilitated, resourced and looked to
when national policy is being reviewed. Particular attention to be paid to existing and
evolving structures and resources such as Vocational Education Committees, education
centres and local authority arts departments which, acting independently or in consort
with others, may provide organisational solutions and delivery systems that are
appropriate to local circumstance while consistent with national policy and guidelines.
The legitimate expectation that primary and post-primary schools address, and are
funded to address, the arts as part of a ‘whole-school’ plan and policy has its
equivalent in the expectation that publicly-funded arts organisations need to address
arts-in education, and/or the wider education agenda, explicitly and in a policy-based
fashion that forms part of their claim on the public purse. (4.6)5

The recommendations and actions developed in Points of Alignment require a dual
commitment by the Department of Arts and the Department of Education to be acted
upon. To date, these recommendations have not been implemented, due in part to
increasing financial constraints across all government budgets. However, an Arts-inEducation Charter currently being developed by both departments suggests there
is momentum to build on the principles set out in the Special Committee’s report.

3.2

Arts Council provision for young people and theatre
The Arts Council currently provides funding to a range of arts organisations, venues,
festivals, local authorities, and individual artists and practitioners creating work with,

Arts-in-education refers to the interventions by artists and arts organisations into the life and learning of
young people, via visits, residencies, projects etc. Such interventions can occur within or outside of the school
building/timetable. It might be said that the artist is central to the mediation of arts-in-education experiences,
and that responsibility for this field of endeavour falls more on arts policy-makers and providers. Arts
education on the other hand is understood as the education of a young person’s artistic and aesthetic
intelligence and responsibility for it lies within primary and post-primary curriculum provision. It might be said
that the teacher is central to the mediation of the arts education of a young person and the remit for this lies
with education policy-makers and providers.
5
Points of Alignment, The Report of the Special Committee on the Arts and Education, p. 20, 21 (Arts
Council, 2008)
4
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for and by young people in and out of school. The arts practice area of direct relevance
to this review is Young People, Children, and Education. However, the Arts Council’s
approach to funding and developing theatre, its policy on touring, arts audiences,
and supports and initiatives across festivals, venues and local arts are also relevant
to the consideration of how theatre is accessed by school audiences.

3.2.1 Young People, Children and Education (YPCE)
Arts Council funding earmarked for Young People, Children, and Education (YPCE)
is disbursed across a range of arts organisations and individual artists creating work
specifically for and with children and young people. A range of funding mechanisms,
including recurring annual funding, non-recurring programme support, and projectbased initiatives – some of which are financed in conjunction with partner agencies
– facilitate work within the sector. The work includes a range of art forms, including
theatre, and targets children and young people from 0–23 years of age, in and out
of school.
In addition to direct funding to organisations, the Council has developed ethical
practice guidelines for artists and arts organisations working with children and young
people as well as Artists~Schools Guidelines (2006) to encourage best practice in
delivering arts-in-education programmes. Other resource tools include an Arts-inEducation Directory (2007) and a research digest, Arts, Education and Other Learning
Settings (2008).

3.2.2 Approach to the funding and development of theatre
Supporting the production and presentation of theatre – A new approach (2010),
outlines the Arts Council’s detailed objectives and strategies in theatre. A core
objective listed is
to enable the creation, presentation and dissemination of excellent, engaging work
which connects with audiences… (p.3)

The Arts Council has moved towards facilitating partnerships through which a wider
range of high quality professional artistic work can be created and presented, while
narrowing the number of theatre companies in receipt of core funding. Companies
which continue to be supported with core funding are required to meet a list of
measurable outcomes, which include the expectation that companies offer
programmes for audience enhancement/engagement (p.5).
Meanwhile, project-based, touring and resource-sharing initiatives encourage arts
organisations including venues, festivals and networks to support the work of
individual theatre artists and companies not in receipt of core funding. Artist awards
such as the theatre artist-in-residence award, provide opportunities for theatre artists
to develop their practice and to support the delivery of programmes intended to
enhance audience engagement with professional theatre. (p.6)
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3.3

Recent and emerging initiatives in Ireland’s
arts-in-education sector

3.3.1 Theatre for Young Audiences
Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA), which comprises a diversity of practices, has
become an increasingly cohesive area of work in Ireland over the past few years. This
has been facilitated by the emergence of a membership-based structure TYA Ireland.
The organisation is comprised of companies across the island of Ireland, with
international links through Assitej, the international association of theatres for children
and young people. This network provides a forum for discussion and skills-sharing
across the sector, facilitated specifically through TYA Ireland’s annual Gathering event,
through which members examine issues of shared relevance. At the time of writing this
report, only one of the current member companies represented by TYA Ireland offers
presentations of prescribed curriculum plays to second-level school audiences (Fíbín,
which presents plays on the Irish language curriculum). However, a number of professional theatre companies and individual theatre artists within the TYA network deliver
programmes and performances for second-level school students which tie in with other
areas of the curriculum. Many of the companies involved in TYA Ireland receive some
level of funding from the Arts Council and initiatives of TYA Ireland have also received
modest support through the Small Festivals Scheme and the Travel and Training Award.

3.3.2 Encountering the Arts
Following the publication of Points of Alignment (2008), a number of events took
place in which members of the arts and education communities came together to
discuss how the recommendations and actions emerging from that report might be
implemented.6 A development arising from these initiatives is an informal Encountering
the Arts working group which is made up of representatives from arts organisations,
cultural institutions and educational bodies. The group has been gaining momentum
as a lobbying group in the broad area of arts and education and represents the will
among many members of the arts and education sectors to ensure greater coordination
in this area, and to seek greater policy cohesion at national level. Recent advocacy
has focussed on the proposed DES/DAHG Arts-in-Education Charter. Information on
the events leading to the formation of the working group is included in the report
from the Encountering the Arts conference, which took place in November, 2010.7

3.4

Second-level education and the curriculum

3.4.1 Overview of second-level education and the curriculum
There are more than 350,000 young people in second-level education in Ireland.
They follow a national curriculum, which is determined by the Minister for Education
and Skills. The Minister is advised by the National Council for Curriculum and
Assessment (NCCA). The curriculum is implemented by teachers across the 729

Creating Conversations, colloquium led by Mary Immaculate College in January 2010; Art-Youth-Culture
FYI, consultation with young people led by the Arts Council with support from the European Commission
in March 2010; and Encountering the Arts, led by a steering group comprising a cross-section of interested
parties in November 2010.
7
Barnard, I. Encountering the Arts, A Report on the Encountering the Arts Conference. The Irish Museum of
Modern Art 5 November 2010, Dublin 2011 http://www.artscouncil.ie/Publications/Encountering_the_Arts_
Final_ReportMarch2011.pdf
6
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second-level schools (including secondary, vocational, community and comprehensive
schools) in the country, overseen by the Department of Education and Skills.
Second-level education comprises two cycles – junior cycle and senior cycle. An
optional Transition Year (TY) is offered as part of the senior cycle. According to the
NCCA, approximately 75% of schools currently offer the TY programme, and in most
cases, the year is optional for students.

3.4.2 Drama as a subject at second-level
Students entering second-level education have usually had some experience of drama
in their primary school years. Process drama – which focuses on drama to explore
feelings, knowledge and ideas leading to understanding – has been part of the
primary curriculum since 1999.
For most students, drama or theatre is not a subject in its own right at second-level.
However, English, which is a core subject at junior and senior cycle, includes aspects
of drama and theatre studies. Most students will have some exposure to drama and/
or dramatic texts as they prepare for their Junior Certificate and Leaving Certificate
English examinations, taken at approximately ages 15 and 18 respectively. The
opportunity to study dramatic texts also features on the Irish language syllabus.
In Transition Year, schools are encouraged to provide opportunities for students to
develop an awareness and appreciation of visual art, music, dance, drama,
photography, etc. Critical reading, viewing, listening and exposure to the living arts
are worth promoting.
DES Transition Year Guidelines for Schools

Schools have the option to develop and offer drama or theatre modules as Transition
Units, along with other customised programmes of study.
The new framework for junior cycle, which will be introduced for students entering
second-level education in 2014, will allow a similar approach, and it appears that
schools and partner organisations will have the option to develop their own short
courses in a range of areas, including theatre/drama. As part of the new framework,
the NCCA plans to develop a number of exemplary short courses which schools can
choose to deliver. One of these will be a course in ‘artistic performance’.8
Currently, the Leaving Certificate Applied course, which is offered as an alternative
to the Leaving Certificate (Established) course, and is designed for students not
planning to enter higher education directly after school, offers arts education modules,
including drama.
The absence of the option of theatre/drama as a subject in its own right for most
students was identified as a drawback in the Irish education system by a variety
of stakeholders providing input to this review.

The current status of short courses as part of the framework for junior cycle was confirmed in conversation
with John Halbert, NCCA representative, as part of the review process.
8
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3.4.3 Prescribed material, suggested material and choice
At junior cycle, the current English syllabus includes opportunities for students to
participate in drama activities in class, as well as studying dramatic texts. There are
no prescribed texts for the Junior Certificate English examination. Indeed the Teacher
Guidelines state, Creative, integrated English teaching can provide a rich context for
classroom work, easing the stress and resentment frequently occasioned by limited
and prescribed courses (Junior Certificate English Guidelines for Teachers, p.1). The
guidelines for teachers include suggested texts, and the list of plays and drama
resources is included in Appendix I.
At senior cycle, prescribed texts for the Leaving Certificate (Established) English examination are announced and disseminated to all schools annually in advance of students
beginning the two-year programme leading to the exam. For example, the list of texts
which will be examined in the Leaving Certificate in 2014 was published early in 2012.
Students choose one text to study on its own (sometimes referred to as the ‘single
text’) from a list of about nine texts. In addition, students choose three texts to study in
a comparative manner from a longer list (approximately 40 texts in recent years). In the
case of the comparative texts, students are required to study their three chosen texts
according to prescribed comparative modes, such as cultural context, theme or issue.
The set texts from which students and teachers may choose include plays by
Shakespeare and other playwrights, including Irish playwrights, alongside novels and
(in the case of the texts for comparative study) films. Higher level students must study
at least one Shakespeare play. The submission from the Department of Education and
Skills Post-Primary Inspectors of English informing this review emphasises the choices
available for teachers and students, and the rolling nature of the ‘prescribed’ material.
The Junior Certificate English course is an open course. Consequently, there are no
prescribed plays which students must study. In the context of Leaving Certificate
English, while higher level candidates must study Shakespeare, there are always at
least two Shakespearean plays from which they may choose. Beyond this, while the
Department of Education and Skills does issue a circular letter each year setting out
prescribed material to be studied, this comprises a list of a wide range of texts from
which teachers may choose in order to fulfil the requirements of the syllabus and
to suit the context of their students. This list does include a number of plays, but it
is left to individual teachers to choose whether these will or will not be included in
the selected texts for their students.9

The element of choice for teachers is important as it means there is no single play
that every student in the country must study in a given year. However, as all higher
level students must study Shakespeare for the Leaving Certificate, either as a single
or comparative text, and Shakespeare is also optional at ordinary level, the Shakespeare play which appears on both the single and comparative list tends to be the
largest common reference point for students across different schools.10

Submission from the Department of Education and Skills Post-Primary Inspectors of English, as part of the
review process.
10
There is usually one Shakespeare play on the list of texts which may be studied on their own. This play also
appears on the list of texts which may be studied in a comparative manner, along with one or two additional
Shakespeare plays.
9
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Please see Appendix J1, J2 and J3 for the Prescribed Lists for 2012, 2013 and 2014.
The Irish language syllabus also includes prescribed material at senior cycle, but again
there is scope for choice and teachers/students may choose not to study a play at all.
Recent amendments to the Irish language Leaving Certificate syllabus, including
information on prescribed plays for 2012–2014, are included in Appendix J4.

3.4.4 Key skills
There is an increasing emphasis at second-level on key skills, which are expected to
be integrated across the curriculum. The coincidence between these key skills and
those which young people learn by participating in drama and theatre activities is
striking. The NCCA website states
As well as learning knowledge, learners need to develop skills to create new knowledge
and to deal with and navigate their way through this new world. There are five skills
identified as central to teaching and learning across the curriculum at senior cycle.
These are: critical and creative thinking, communicating, information processing,
being personally effective and working with others. As learners develop competence
in each of the five skills in an integrated way they also develop competence in learning
how to learn… In order that learners benefit from their interaction with the key skills,
it is important that they would encounter them frequently and in an integrated way
right across the curriculum.11

Similarly, each syllabus at junior and senior cycle outlines the skills and competencies
students are expected to develop, and there is a lot of flexibility in how teachers might
assist students to develop these skills. The senior cycle syllabus is presented here to
draw further attention to the context in which prescribed material is expected to
be studied. Rich engagement with theatre and drama is clearly compatible with the
approach to learning as outlined in the syllabus. Extracts from the Leaving Certificate
English syllabus, which builds on the Junior Certificate syllabus, are included below.
• The term ‘language’ includes verbal and visual forms of communication. In this
syllabus the role of the media, film and theatrical experience will be significant.
Developing students’ powers of discrimination and interpretative abilities in relation
to these media and the encouragement of performance and of creative productions
will be integral elements of this syllabus. (Leaving Certificate English Syllabus, p.4.)
• The Aesthetic Use of Language – Students should encounter a wide range of texts
in a variety of literary genres for personal recreation and aesthetic pleasure. This
would include engaging with fiction, drama, essay, poetry and film in an
imaginative, responsive and critical manner.

• Students should be able to:
• Develop appropriate stances for reading and/or viewing in all literary genres.
This means students should approach drama scripts from a theatrical
perspective, view films as complex amalgams of images and words and read
poetry conscious of its specific mode of using language as an artistic medium.
• Engage in interpretative performance of texts.
http://www.ncca.ie/en/Curriculum_and_Assessment/Post-Primary_Education/Senior_Cycle/Key Skills/ Also
see the full publication, Senior Cycle Key Skills Framework, NCCA, 2009
11
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• Develop an awareness of their own responses, affective, imaginative, and
intellectual, to aesthetic texts. Explore these responses relative to the texts
read, generate and justify meanings and build coherent interpretations.
Leaving Certificate English Syllabus, p.14

3.4.5 Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life
The introduction of the government’s new strategy, Literacy and Numeracy for
Learning and Life – the National Strategy to Improve Literacy and Numeracy among
Children and Young People, (Department of Education and Skills, 2011) will impact
on the second-level curriculum in the coming years. The strategy describes literacy
as follows
Traditionally we have thought about literacy as the skills of reading and writing; but
today our understanding of literacy encompasses much more than that. Literacy
includes the capacity to read, understand and critically appreciate various forms of
communication including spoken language, printed text, broadcast media, and digital
media. Throughout this document, when we refer to “literacy” we mean this broader
understanding of the skill, including speaking and listening, as well as communication
using not only traditional writing and print but also digital media.
Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life, p.8)

There is clear evidence to suggest that by engaging in high quality arts experiences,
students are more likely to develop both the core and higher level literacy skills which
they need to succeed at school.12 While the place of theatre and other art forms
within the overall strategy is not explicit (unlike other areas such as digital media)
there is nonetheless space within the strategy’s working definition of literacy to
promote a connection with the arts. For theatre and other arts practitioners concerned
with providing quality arts experiences for young people in school, and for the Arts
Council when advocating for these experiences, the literacy and communication skills
which young people develop through engaging meaningfully with the arts, whether
as makers, viewers or listeners, may be worth emphasising given the policy framework set out in Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life.

Bamford, A. (2006) The wow factor: global research compendium on the impact of the arts in education,
Germany: Waxmann Verlag GmbH
12
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CURRENT PRACTICES
A number of distinct though related models of practice currently exist in Ireland
when professional theatre companies present plays on the school curriculum.

4.1

Full professional production of a play on the curriculum

4.1.1 Touring company presenting prescribed plays on the Irish syllabus
Fíbín is an Irish language theatre company in receipt of Arts Council funding which
presents plays on the Irish language syllabus. The company recognises that for many
young people, Irish texts on the syllabus are very difficult to understand, and as a
result the plays are highly visual and use large puppets and a range of comic and
theatrical devices to engage the audience. In addition to the issue of language,
Fíbín has found that it is often difficult for young people to connect with the
overall content and historical context of the plays, and the company aims to make
productions of a high artistic standard that are enjoyable and relevant for students.
In response to research and planning with Irish language teachers, the company has
presented the plays An Triail and An Cearrbhach MacCába as well as a version of the
story Fiche Bliain ag Fás.

4.1.2 Touring company presenting prescribed plays on the English syllabus
There is currently one professional company in Ireland offering full-length productions
of prescribed plays on the English syllabus in a regular and deliberate fashion. This
company, Second Age, describes their model of practice as follows
Second Age presents dramas primarily from the Leaving Certificate syllabus to
audiences throughout the country. The productions mounted are fully professional
and presented in traditional theatre spaces, and not in schools or other educational
settings. This is an important point for us. Allowing students to experience theatre
outside of a school context will change the nature of their engagement with the play.
A performance schedule that allows teachers and students the option to either attend
during school time or outside of school time is provided. Audiences at our evening
performances are often a mix of a general non-school audience and student audiences.
Feedback from teachers tells us that this mix of audience also plays a significant
role in their students’ engagement with the play. Students not only experience the
production that is being staged, but can also witness and observe how a non-schools
audience behaves at the theatre.
When designing and planning our programme of events we broadly speaking work
according to the following priorities
1. Produce the Leaving Certificate Shakespeare / single text drama. The production
is focused on
1.1. Delivering the highest possible professional standards.
1.2. Placing the text at the centre of the work. Clarity is the number one objective.
1.3. Making the production as widely available as possible so that students
regardless of their geographical location have the opportunity to experience
the play.
2. Produce a 2nd non-Shakespeare production
3. Provide resource and ancillary activities to students and teachers through postshow question and answer sessions, podcasts, and resource notes available
for download from the website.
4. Provide actor training to help improve the standard of actors working in verse.13

13

Written submission from Second Age Theatre Co. as part of the review process.
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During this review, the company was touring with a production of Macbeth directed
by David Horan. The tour was funded in part by the Arts Council’s Touring and
Dissemination of Work Scheme. The tour visited eight regional venues and reached
an audience of approximately 20,000 students/teachers.
In its submission to the review process, the company noted that the touring grants it
has received, which have been in addition to a separate Arts Council grant it received
until recently as a Regularly Funded Organisation, have made the productions feasible.
They further observed
The touring grants have been enormously beneficial, facilitating some of the best
work we have created: Philadelphia Here I Come (2007), Dancing at Lughnasa (2010)
and our most recent tour of Macbeth (2012).14

The primary source of income for Second Age is box office sales. The submission states
Without the large volume of sales, it would not be possible to mount productions
at the scale and professional quality that we achieve.15

4.1.3 Productions by companies based in the UK
Another production of Macbeth offered by a UK-based company, Icarus, toured in
Ireland at the same time as Second Age’s production in 2012. In the absence of an
Irish-based professional touring company producing plays on the curriculum, or a
coherent model of provision in this area, it is possible in the short-term that UK-based
touring companies offering productions of Shakespeare plays might fill the gap in the
market. It is also possible that an increasing number of ad hoc local professional and
amateur productions may emerge in recognition of the viable market for this kind of
work. The Arts Council would have no role in assuring the quality of work presented
by companies not in receipt of Arts Council funding.
It is also worth noting that some exceptional work which happens to be on the
curriculum in Ireland is presented by world class production houses and venues in
the UK. In occasional circumstances, Irish school groups may visit a theatre overseas
as part of a school trip, such as the National Theatre in London or the Royal Shakespeare Company in Stratford-upon-Avon. Increasingly, the digital offers by these
companies in providing filmed versions of plays and other resources provides the
potential to make these productions more accessible to Irish school audiences. This
practice is described in Section 4.6 below.

4.1.4 Once-off productions by Arts Council funded organisations
From time to time, arts organisations in receipt of Arts Council funding have staged
plays on the school curriculum as part of their overall programme. In some cases,
these organisations have made a deliberate effort to attract and engage school
audiences. In other cases, there has been no direct engagement with schools.
The Abbey has produced plays which have appeared as suggested or prescribed texts
on the school curriculum. The Abbey website includes some of the resource material
generated as an aspect of those and other productions which remain available for
14
15

Ibid.
Ibid.
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download. The choice to present these works is not driven by the curriculum. Rather,
the Abbey’s artistic programme is designed to further its mission to create a worldclass theatre that actively engages with and reflects Irish society and their education
and outreach work responds to and builds on that programme.16
The detailed submission to this review process by Phil Kingston, Education and
Community Manager at the Abbey, includes the following note about Abbey
programming
While it’s not the Abbey’s policy to program curriculum based plays as a matter of
course, some have appeared (e.g. ‘Romeo and Juliet’) because they have coincided
with the theatre’s wider vision of its ‘conversation with the nation’. If the Abbey
were given around four years notice of what was going to be prescribed then those
texts could be part of that vision and maybe have more chance of being included.17

This points to a logistical difficulty around timing, which is discussed in Section 6.1.5
of this report.
Some of the educational programmes and workshops either currently or previously
run by The Abbey, and in particular the Theatre as a Resource programme described
in Section 4.5.1 below, offer examples of how an artistic programme might be
presented in a way that supports and enhances the school curriculum, regardless
of the specific play or plays students might be studying.
During the course of this review, two of the major theatre companies in receipt of
regular funding from the Arts Council – Pan Pan and Druid – presented plays – on
the prescribed lists for the Leaving Certificate English examination in 2012. Pan Pan
staged a production of Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll House in Dublin’s Smock Alley Theatre
in April 2012. Students could choose to study A Doll House as a single or comparative
text in 2012. Tom Murphy’s A Whistle in the Dark ran as part of Druid’s DruidMurphy
cycle in late May and June 2012, with three performances in the week before the
Leaving Certificate English exams. A Whistle in the Dark is one of the texts which
students could study in a comparative manner.  
In neither case were the companies aware that these plays were on the prescribed
lists for the Leaving Certificate in 2012. The timing of these productions so close to
the exams was not ideal for a schools audience (typically schools will visit productions
in fifth year18, so for example, the tours of Macbeth in spring 2012 are popular
because Macbeth appears on the prescribed list for 2013) but nonetheless, the
missed opportunity is striking.
Druid has run education programmes with schools, and while these have not been
a consistent feature of the company’s work, they are reported to have been engaging
and rewarding for the young people and theatre artists involved. More details on the
company’s engagement with school audiences are included in Section 4.5.1 below.

Written submission from Phil Kingston, Community and Education Manager, The Abbey.
Ibid.
18
Fifth year refers to the fifth of six years in second-level education. The Leaving Certificate examination
is taken at the end of the sixth and final year.
16
17
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The Dublin Theatre Festival (DTF) has programmed productions of plays that have
appeared on the curriculum. For example, Pan Pan’s The Rehearsal, Playing the Dane,
an interpretation of Hamlet, was programmed in 2010 and was prescribed for 2012.
This timing was potentially ideal for students entering 5th Year in 2010. The National
Association of Youth Drama (NAYD), which organises the Young Critics programme
in association with the Festival, brought young people to this performance. However,
there was no targeted marketing to school audiences, and according to Pan Pan and
DTF, the curriculum did not factor in their artistic planning. In 2011, the Festival
programmed an international company to perform Othello, C’est Qui? Othello is on
the list of prescribed texts for 2014, although this list was not available until early 2012.
While these specific examples emerged over the course of the review, it is likely that
there are other companies or venues who have presented or are planning to present
work that is on the curriculum, without necessarily being aware that it has a
particular relevance for second-level students. A submission from Cian O’Brien,
Artistic Director of Project Arts Centre, in relation to this review, noted
One of the strands of programming in which I hope to engage over my time here at
Project Arts Centre is to re-engage our audiences with canonical texts. To present this
work in a new light and to encourage young artists to use this work as a springboard
to develop new ways of staging these texts.19

He also observed
Part of the challenge with the presentation of work for second-level students (in
my opinion) which has gone on in the past is that some of the productions they
are seeing are conservative and merely stage the play, rather than offer insights
into the dramaturgy behind the plays. For example, there are many ways of staging
a Shakespeare play, of deconstructing the text, presenting it in a new context which
can bring clear meaning to plays which are often dense and difficult to read.20

It is worth noting that the approach suggested by O’Brien, and demonstrated by
Pan Pan in productions such as A Doll House, The Rehearsal – Playing the Dane, and
Macbeth 7, shares some attributes with the workshop presentation model detailed
in Section 4.2 below.
Generally, members of the theatre community who provided input to this review
felt the school curriculum should not dictate an artistic programme. However, they
recognised that arts organisations could do more to engage with schools when their
artistic plans align with plays on the curriculum, or with other aspects of the curriculum
more broadly. Representatives from the arts organisations referenced in this section
suggested they were willing and interested to actively engage with school audiences,
but that this would require bringing in appropriate expertise.
All of the arts organisations providing input to this review recognised that engaging
with young people in and out of school is valuable. However, this area of work has not
been prioritised where it is not considered central to the mission of an organisation.

19
20

Written submission from Cian O’Brien, Artistic Director of Project Arts Centre, as part of the review process.
Ibid.
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4.2

Workshop-style presentations of Shakespeare plays
for school audiences
In recent years, a number of theatre companies have begun to offer workshop-style
presentations of Shakespeare plays, which are either prescribed for the Leaving
Certificate or suggested at Junior Certificate level. Cyclone Repertory offers a menu
of Shakespeare ‘Sessions’ to schools. During the course of this review, ‘Sessions’
based on Romeo and Juliet, The Merchant of Venice, Hamlet, and Macbeth were
presented by the company.
The submission from Cyclone Repertory states
The Cyclone approach to Shakespeare’s plays, which includes interaction, participation
and discussion, invites the learners into active engagement with Shakespeare’s world
and helps them to make sense of complex language and themes in a post-modern
presentation that is enjoyable and aids the learner in making connections between
text and performance. This was aptly commented on by Tracy Irish, Royal
Shakespeare Company’s Educational Branch Director, as: A three-dimensional essay
of Shakespeare’s plays.21

In describing the company’s artistic and/or educational aims, Cyclone notes
A significant factor in aiding learner experience and appreciation of Shakespeare relies
on how it is transmitted. For example, is it the modern learner-centred mode of
interaction (inviting the learner to participate)? Or is it the old-fashioned dogmatic
form of presentation, keeping the learner at a distance from the presenter (i.e. as
a performer who does not connect with the audience or as a teacher imparting
knowledge)? Our approach is the former, learner-centred form. With this in mind our
artistic and educational aims are:
• To inspire in learners an enthusiasm and enjoyment of the theatrical experience
• Enable learner understanding of challenging texts
• Enhancing and stimulating learner understanding of central themes by
promoting learner connections between the texts and their own personal
experiences
• Inviting learner interaction, participation and discussion during performance
in order to establish a less dogmatic education and theatrical model22

In choosing to describe young people as ‘learners’ as opposed to ‘students’ the
company emphasises that
A learner is a person who is an active participant and contributor rather the old order
version of a learner (aka student) who is seen as someone who is expected to follow
instructions without questioning, absorb the information like a sponge and regurgitate
it on exam papers.23

Similarly, the approach of Theatre Royal in Waterford to presenting Shakespeare plays is
Written submission from Cyclone Repertory as part of the review process.
Ibid.
23
Ibid.
21
22
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…selective and interrogative rather than a staging of the full play. To that end our
practice has been to select a number of key scenes in the play in consultation with
teachers and to animate these in live performance interpolated with a very focussed
commentary around theme, character and context both textual and theatrical…The
house style that we have developed is to stage the scenes simply and economically
with some key pieces of furniture and props and place all this in a stage environment
heightened by the use of strong theatre lighting and utilising the restored 18th
century backwall of our theatre as a dramatic backdrop to the action…We open up
the whole space so the audience can see the mechanics of the stage and by placing
and utilising costume rails, prop tables and having the stage management complete
with their laptops on stage we create the laboratory style atmosphere of an advanced
rehearsal into which the audience have been dropped.24

4.3

Semi-professional presentations involving young
people as theatre makers

4.3.1 Professional theatre company working with a young ensemble
In their submission to the review process, Red Kettle described how their production
of Romeo and Juliet attracted a school audience. The production included a cast
of young actors who had been involved with the company for a number of years
through the Little Red Kettle programme. While the potential connection with the
curriculum was not the driving factor in selecting the play, the company recognised
the opportunity for connecting with schools, and offered a programme of workshops
led by members of the creative team, which tied in with the production.

4.3.2 Youth theatre presenting plays on the curriculum
Clare Youth Theatre, an initiative of the Clare Arts Office and a member of the
National Association for Youth Drama (NAYD), has developed and staged adaptations
of plays on the curriculum. During the course of this review, members of Clare Youth
Theatre presented extracts from Dancing at Lughnasa, Sive and The Lonesome West,
all researched and adapted by the young members of the cast. In the past, the youth
theatre has staged an adaptation of To Kill a Mocking Bird and, Searching for
Shakespeare described by Artistic Director, Eleanor Feely, as
a reworking in a modern idiom of several of Shakespeare’s masterpieces, Hamlet,
King Lear etc., again all researched by the young people themselves and created
in conjunction with myself as director.25

Young people involved in these productions brought posters to their schools and
helped to market the productions to their peers through word of mouth, but there
was no direct engagement with teachers.

4.3.3 Third Level institutions, school plays and other contexts
While a number of alternative models of presenting plays on the curriculum exist,
including school plays, productions by students in third-level institutions, and amateur
productions, the examination of these models is beyond the scope of this review.
24
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Written submission from Ben Barnes, Artistic Director of Theatre Royal, as part of the review processs.
Email from Eleanor Feely, Artistic Director of Clare Youth Theatre.
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However, it is worth noting that third-level institutions in particular represent an
important resource in terms of both teacher and actor training, with the potential to
drive significant initiatives in the manner in which theatre professionals and teachers
develop the skills to deliver successful arts-in-education programmes, which tie in
with the curriculum.

4.4

Activities that enhance and support a production
To a greater or lesser extent, companies offering presentations of plays on the
curriculum may include resource material and other activities to enhance student
and teacher engagement with the play.
As noted in Section 4.1.2 above, Second Age provides resource and ancillary activities
to students and teachers through post-show question and answer sessions, podcasts,
and resource notes available for download from the website. Discussions with the
company confirmed that these are considered valuable but not essential to the theatre
experience and a lack of funding was cited as a reason such programmes have not
been further developed. Further, time constraints for schools, and the demands
on a cast and crew mounting eight performances in a week, leave little time for
enhancement activities. Finally, it is the company’s view that many of the high calibre
actors whom they wish to attract to perform in productions may not be interested in
participating in educational activities to assist young audiences in their appreciation
and analysis of a performance or production.26
Regardless of these observations, Second Age, in its most recent tour of Macbeth,
demonstrated excellent use of some such resources. A small number of question and
answer sessions with members of the creative team were scheduled, and these were
recorded and made available as audio files online. The company’s Facebook page
provided a forum for students to ask questions of the creative team and read their
responses. These fairly low-cost exercises provided a ‘way in’ to the production
process, accessible to students and teachers in their own time.
There appears to be some reluctance among members of the theatre community to
spend limited resources producing educational notes for students, which potentially
replicate other available material and are not considered central to a company’s
artistic work. However, companies engaged in rehearsing and developing a production
of a play offer a unique insight into the richness of that process, the difficulties
encountered, the choices made, the interpretations explored, abandoned and
discovered as part of the collaborative theatre-making process. Providing students and
teachers with a window into that process has the potential to greatly enrich young
people’s experience as audience members. In this way, the creative choices made
in a production can become opportunities for constructive and critical engagement,
and the theatre experience becomes situated within a vibrant process of possible
interpretations. These types of activities are compatible not only with the aims of
the school curriculum for young people as learners, but with the Arts Council’s
concern with young people’s personal response as part of any quality arts experience.

26

Meeting with Alan Stanford and Linda Keating of Second Age.
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In the UK, companies such as the Royal Shakespeare Company in Stratford-upon-Avon
and The Globe in London provide a wide menu of opportunities for teachers and
students to engage with productions in an in-depth way through workshops, seminars,
talks and tailored performances. These programmes targeting school audiences are
explicit in their connections with the curriculum, detailing the key skills that workshops
will help students to explore and demonstrating an in-depth knowledge of the educational outcomes sought by teachers and students. Appendix C includes the websites
of overseas theatre companies visited in the course of this review which demonstrate
expertise in tailoring programmes for local school audiences. It is worth noting that
while similar methodologies in presenting theatre to young audiences apply across
different international contexts, the language used to describe the skills learned tends
to be tailored to meet the particular terminology used in the relevant school curriculum.
Describing a theatre programme in the language of the relevant curriculum does not
diminish the richness and uniqueness of the work offered by arts organisations.
Relevant practices in Ireland detailed in Section 4.5 below, and online resources
described in Section 4.6, provide further information on this area of work.

4.5

Relevant practice
The Abbey’s Theatre as a Resource (TAR) programme, NAYD’s Young Critics
programme, and other approaches to engaging young people with theatre in and
out of school offer rich methodologies and approaches that could be applied to
students’ experience of curriculum plays.

4.5.1 Theatre as a Resource and similar models
The Abbey has run a number of education and outreach initiatives of various scales
and levels of ambition over the years. The submission to this review by Phil Kingston,
Community and Education Manager at the Abbey, provided details on some of these
initiatives, and in particular on the company’s Theatre as a Resource (TAR) programme.
TAR was grant aided through the DES programme, Delivering Equality of Opportunity
in Schools (DEIS), and aimed to give schools in disadvantaged areas access to a main
stage production. Transition Year students and their parents at twenty schools were
initially involved, and the programme varied from year to year in response to available
funding, the Abbey’s artistic programme in a given year, and the lessons learned from
the ongoing implementation of the initiative. Building around a single production
on the main stage, elements of the TAR programme included meetings with school
personnel, resource packs, training of teachers and pre-show workshops which
included actors performing a scene from the play. The latter were reported by Kingston
as being particularly successful
…this presentation of pure performance was very popular with both students and
their parents. This has reinforced a principle of the Abbey’s that we involve some
element of performance in our outreach work, feeling there is no better introduction
to theatre short of participants performing themselves.27
Written submission from Phil Kingson, Community and Education Manager at the Abbey, as part of the
review process.
27
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Kingston identified a combination of elements as determining the effectiveness of TAR.
These included giving students the opportunity to engage directly with the process
of making theatre, combined with the opportunity to experience live performance.
He observed that where teachers at a school were committed to the process, the
benefits for the students were far greater. He also noted  
…As the Abbey’s programming wasn’t in line with prescribed texts it was useful
to remind students how patterns of meaning in our work were reflected in works
they already knew. This is a very basic pedagogic practice but I think helped remind
facilitators of the academic context in which the students were operating.28

Kingston also commented on the value of
preparing students for the ritual of theatre-going, both by introducing the play and
the meaning behind the protocol of being an audience. This has little to do with
wanting people to behave (though their co-operation is necessary) and much more
to do with exploring beforehand the power of a collective experience. As all workshops are also collective experiences this is a straight-forward level of awareness
to add to a pre-show session.

DEIS funding was withdrawn after three years, but the programme was continued
for a further year with a small number of schools. Kingston reports
The fourth and last project on Macbeth (2010) took place after external funding
stopped and so we had to reduce its ambition accordingly. Picking the best we could
from previous approaches we held
• A weekend workshop for teachers with Andrea Ainsworth, the Abbey’s voice
coach, former tutor at Trinity College’s acting course and frequent collaborator
on education projects.
• A resource pack analysing the play, introducing Shakespeare and preparing the
students for the pre-show workshop with the students
• Involved actors from the production in the delivery of the workshop – we were
lucky that the leads, Aidan Kelly and Eileen Walsh, were enthusiastic about this
sort of work and they really caught the students attention.29

In response to this review, Druid highlighted the successful education programme
which they ran to coincide with their production of The Silver Tassie in 2010. On that
occasion, Druid collaborated with the Head of Education from Oxford Playhouse to
run workshops in twenty schools leading up to the production. Facilitators conducted
workshops together with members of the creative team. All members of the cast
participated, and different actors visited different schools. According to the company,
the feedback was very positive from young people, teachers and the actors, who
appreciated the opportunity to engage with young people through the workshops.30
Project Arts Centre, in its submission to this review, stated that while Project does not
currently have an official education programme, the centre
…has a long relationship with certain school groups who come to see work presented
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Conversation with Tim Smith, General Manager at Druid.
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at the centre. The work we present is rarely on the curriculum. One good example
of a long-term relationship is with Mount Temple School, whose parents fundraise
for their Transition Year students to attend performances at Project Arts Centre – the
students then pay 5 Euro for tickets. We also organise talks, workshops and tours for
the students each year.31

These programmes point to the potential for theatre companies and venues to add
value to their artistic programmes by providing opportunities for school audiences
to engage with theatre in a meaningful way. The value of these programmes appears
to be recognised by the teachers and schools involved who commit to integrating
quality theatre experiences into the school curriculum. However, the withdrawal of
financial support from the DES in delivering initiatives such as these has been met
with dismay by theatre practitioners working in this area.

4.5.2 NAYD Young Critics Programme
The National Association for Youth Drama (NAYD) Young Critics programme offers
an opportunity for members of youth theatres across the country to see professional
performing arts productions and to participate in related workshops and panel
discussions. The Young Critics develop their own skills as theatre critics and have
the opportunity to share their responses to the plays they have seen with theatre
professionals, members of the theatre-going public and their peers. Partnerships with
the Dublin Theatre Festival, The Abbey and Cork Midsummer Festival ensure young
people’s access to world class productions and bring a valuable youth perspective to
the critique of the programmes on offer.32 While the programme takes place entirely
in an out-of-school context, this approach to developing young people’s critical skills
in the context of professional theatre performances represents an example of good
practice, which is relevant to the skills students are expected to develop at school.
Examples of productions the Young Critics have seen, in the context of a facilitated
programme of workshops and related presentations, are listed below. In each year,
a group of approximately 16 young people participate and view all of the listed
productions.
2011
Othello C’est Qui – Dublin Theatre Festival
Juno and the Paycock – Abbey/National Theatre of Great Britain
I Heart Alice Heart I – Project Cube/Hotfortheatre
No Romance – Peacock
Lay me Down Softly – Project/Wexford Arts Centre
2010
Macbeth – The Abbey
Les Liasons Dangereuses – The Gate
The Rehearsal, Playing the Dane – Pan Pan
Deciembre – Project Cube, Dublin Theatre Festival
Phaedra – Rough Magic
Written submission from Cian O’Brien, Artistic Director of Project Arts Centre.
Similar Young Critics initiatives have been developed by cultural institutions, galleries and festivals in the
visual arts, with a cross-over to the performing arts, but NAYD’s programme is referenced here as it is of
closest relevance to this review.
31
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4.5.3 Educational theatre companies
There are two companies in Ireland (TEAM and Graffiti) with a track record of
consistently presenting plays to second-level school audiences, which are not
prescribed on the curriculum. Their programmes make clear connections with other
areas, and often multiple areas of the curriculum, be it in English, SPHE (Social, Political
and Health Education) or others. While the ‘educational theatre’ model will not be
explored in any depth here, it is worth noting that these companies have significant
expertise in presenting professional theatre to second-level audiences. In the
company’s submission to this review process, Graffiti’s mission is described as follows
The primary purpose of Graffiti Theatre Company is to provide a high quality
educational theatre/drama experience to young people. To this end, we engage with
many specialist artists in a creative process which honours the creativity of the whole
team. We seek to place at the heart of each programme of work an innovative piece
of theatre which is specifically designed to mediate the experience between the art
work and its particular audience. All Graffiti’s work – central educational theatre,
youth theatre and outreach drama – is informed by a philosophy which validates the
aesthetic, personal and social experience of young people.33

Similar to the case of The Abbey’s Theatre as a Resource programme, Graffiti and
TEAM formerly received funding from the DES through the DEIS programme but this
grant has been withdrawn.
The withdrawal of DEIS funding for theatre companies serving second-level schools
represents a considerable set-back in providing inclusive opportunities for young
people to participate in quality arts experiences, as well as threatening the overall
sustainability of these initiatives. The submissions from the DES English Inspectorate
and the NCCA informing this review process suggest that students’ access to quality
theatre experiences is an important aspect of delivering the English syllabus, where
possible. Ensuring that these possibilities exist and are not largely determined by
young people’s socio-economic conditions is a real challenge.

4.5.4 Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for teachers
Professional theatre artists and companies currently play a limited role in the provision
of Continuing Professional Development for teachers. The Abbey has facilitated
workshops for teachers as part of its education programmes. Of particular relevance
to this review are workshops led by Andrea Ainsworth, Voice Director at The Abbey,
in conjunction with the Professional Development Service for Teachers (PDST), which
focus on close readings of small sections of Shakespeare texts. The approach of
these workshops is to support teachers as creative people, to enable them to explore
small sections of text in the way an ensemble of actors might, and then adapt these
techniques for their own classrooms. These are similar to workshops run by the Royal
Shakespeare Company in the UK. The approach emphasises how language is linked
to experience, and uses speaking and listening exercises to explore the meaning of
dramatic texts. These interventions are considered to be valuable by the PDST and
the Irish National Organisation of Teachers of English.

Written submission from Emelie Fitzgibbon, Artistic Director of Graffiti Theatre Company, as part of the
review process.
33
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Higher education institutions involved in teacher education play an important role in
ensuring English and Irish teachers are equipped with the skills to facilitate dynamic
explorations of dramatic texts in their classrooms. The work of higher education
institutions has not been examined in detail as part of this review. However, given
the dominant role of the teacher in shaping young people’s experience of the plays
on their curriculum, both in the classroom and – where the opportunity exists – as
audience members, the significance of teacher education, initial and continuing,
should not be underestimated. It should also be noted that teachers in other relevant
subject areas require appropriate training if they are to incorporate drama into the
delivery of the key skills and principles of the curriculum.
Similarly, teachers and other education specialists have an important role to play in
assisting theatre practitioners to develop excellent programmes for schools. Theatre
companies working in this area place value on the input and feedback received from
schools and teachers in the design and evaluation of their programmes. Theatre
artists wishing to engage with school audiences, and indeed with young audiences
outside of school, require the opportunity to develop the necessary skills during their
initial and continuing training.

4.6

Online resources and digital technology
Increasingly, arts organisations, including theatre companies, are making use of the
Internet and digital technology to connect with audiences. The use of these media
is of particular significance when considering school audiences as it provides the
potential for a wide number of schools to access resources and programmes that
might otherwise be difficult for them to reach. Further, initiatives involving digital
media have the potential to tie in with the increasing focus on digital literacy as
part of the DES strategy, Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life. While the
‘live’ element of theatre is undoubtedly impacted by digital mediation, the increasing
use of these technologies for general audiences suggests a recognition by theatre
practitioners that exposing more people to a digital experience of theatre serves to
build rather than diminish audiences for live theatre.

4.6.1 Resource materials online
As mentioned above, Second Age made excellent use of digital technology as part
of its 2012 Macbeth tour by recording audio interviews with members of the creative
team and making these available for all students and teachers online.34 In addition,
the company’s presence on Facebook provided students with an opportunity to
ask questions in relation to the production and for the creative team to share their
responses.
The Abbey’s website includes resource material from previous productions. Some
of these relate specifically to the production in question (e.g., transcribed diaries
and interviews with members of the creative team), and others provide rich drama
methodologies, developed by expert practitioners, for teachers and students to
Second Age Theatre Company; Audio interviews with members of the creative team as part of Macbeth,
directed by David Horan, 2012: www.soundcloud.com/secondage
34
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explore the text at the centre of the production. Plays which have appeared on the
curriculum in recent years and for which the Abbey has created resources include A
Doll’s House, Hamlet and The Playboy of the Western World. Some of these resources
can be of use to any group of students exploring a play, irrespective of whether they
have seen or will see a particular production.35
Online resources created by international theatre companies are also accessible to Irish
school audiences. For example, The Globe Theatre’s Playing Shakespeare programme
has an extensive online resource designed to tie in with the curriculum in UK schools,
but adaptable to other contexts.36 Similarly, the Royal Shakespeare Company’s
Resource Bank contains a range of resource material, including suggested activities,
videos of key scenes and an exploration of relevant themes, for several Shakespeare
plays.37 Please see Appendix C for a list of relevant online resources.
While the Internet makes it possible to access information and resources generated
by international companies, online resources such as these are likely to be most
beneficial when used in conjunction with a related live theatre experience. Further,
the teacher plays a crucial role in determining whether and how to make best use
of the resources to generate dynamic classroom activities.

4.6.2 Initial teacher education and continuing professional development
online
In addition to classroom resources available to teachers online, the development of
distance learning modules provides further possibilities for teachers to develop their
skills in how they introduce students to plays at school. The Royal Shakespeare
Company has partnered with the University of Warwick to deliver the Teaching
Shakespeare38 programme, which comprises a range of accredited courses and
teacher resources, some of which can be carried out entirely online.
The development of online teacher education resources related to Irish theatre,
developed by a higher education institute in partnership with a leading theatre
company or companies in Ireland could be a valuable national resource in this area.
In addition, such an initiative could potentially generate international interest in Irish
theatre from teachers of English in other countries.

4.6.3 Workshop presentations and performances online
At the time of writing this review, The Royal Shakespeare Company was preparing
for a production of I, Cinna, a one-man show written and directed by Tim Crouch,
specifically for young people aged 11+. The play focuses on the experiences of the
character Cinna, the poet in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar. A filmed version of the
production was to be made available to 3,000 schools in the UK on one date as part
of a live interactive webcast, followed by a live question and answer session with the
writer and director. Several theatre practitioners and educators providing input to this
review process referenced the increasing possibilities of connecting rehearsal rooms
or performances with classrooms through whiteboard technology. There appears to
be great potential in this area.
Abbey theatre resource packs: http://www.abbeytheatre.ie/engage_and_learn/resource_packs/
Globe Theatre’s Playing Shakespeare: http://www.playingshakespeare.org.uk/
37
Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) Resource Bank: http://www.rsc.org.uk/education/resources/bank/
38
RSC and University of Warwick’s Teaching Shakespeare: http://www.teachingshakespeare.ac.uk/
35
36
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4.6.4 Digital recordings of full theatrical presentations
In 2007, a DVD Box Set of DruidSynge (Druid’s staging of all six of Synge’s plays on
the same day) was made available to every school in Ireland with the support of the
then Department of Arts Sport and Tourism. Similarly, DVDs of Shakespeare plays are
available from companies in the UK. While a filmed version of a play will not replicate
a live theatre experience, it nonetheless provides an insight into productions that an
audience has not had the opportunity to see. Watching a filmed version of live theatre
is not equivalent to experiencing a live theatre event. However, these resources may
be useful as part of a menu of activities. For example, the presentation of video
recordings of key scenes from a prescribed play might be combined with the use
of drama methodologies in the classroom, and attendance at a live performance
of a different play, to provide a worthwhile experience for students.
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5

STAKEHOLDER RESPONSES
Over the course of this review, a wide range of stakeholder responses were
received through formal submissions, meetings, conversations, focus groups
and the forum discussion and workshop on 21 April. The responses are
organised below initially as general observations across all groups followed
by specific observations by different stakeholder groups, including theatre
practitioners, teachers and students. Finally, submissions from some of the
Arts Council’s key partners with a remit in developing and implementing
education policy – the NCCA and the DES English Inspectorate – are included
in Section 5.5.

5.1

General issues/observations

5.1.1 Audience experience
Most stakeholders agreed that in the case of full-length presentations of curriculum
plays, a mixed audience, including general members of the theatre-going public and
school students, is ideal. Also, most stakeholders recognised that when students
choose to go to a production rather than feeling ‘forced to go’ they are more
committed to the experience. It was suggested by young people, teachers and theatre
practitioners that the quality of the experience for young people (and for everyone)
is compromised when the audience is made up entirely of school groups, including
students who don’t want to be there. However, there was also a recognition that
for both venues and schools, it makes sense financially and logistically to programme
specifically for school audiences. If young people are experiencing theatre with
a group of their peers from their own school and other schools, and if the audience
includes young people who are not particularly interested in going to the theatre,
then strategies to ensure their interest and engagement become all the more
important. For these reasons, workshop-style presentations were seen as positive,
as well as pre-performance workshops or resources that enhance students’ understanding and engagement.
When teenage audiences are engaged intimately and personally with the theatreevent in a way which is designed to engage them at that moment, then they are a
wonderful audience. I think that what can be underestimated – particularly by venue
managements – is the hormone factor!! If schools are packed in together then the
drama is in the audience and not on the stage!!
Emelie Fitzgibbon, Graffiti Theatre Co.
Seeing Macbeth with my school was really distracting because everyone was messing
and I couldn’t concentrate on the play.
NAYD Young Critic, 18
I was in to see Macbeth on Wednesday for the matinee… Can I be first to apologise
for my peers idiotic behaviour and congratulate the company on a fantastic show.
Feedback sent by a student to Second Age through social media

5.1.2 Not one model
The responses suggest that the various models of presenting theatre for young
audiences are valuable, and there is no single practice which can be identified as the
‘right’ one. Even theatre practitioners who felt passionately about their own particular
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model of presenting plays recognised that ideally students would be exposed to a
variety of experiences. For example, if resourcing were not an issue, it was suggested
that a workshop presentation might work well as young people begin to study a play,
and then a full-length production might work well at the end. In all cases, attention
to both the quality of the theatre presented and the quality of engagement for the
audience is important.  

5.1.3 Timing and logistics
Timing and logistics were a concern for all stakeholder groups. A company may not
know what the prescribed plays will be at the time of developing an artistic plan.
Similarly, the timing and announcement by arts organisations of productions which
happen to be plays on the curriculum is not always ideal for teachers or young people.
Teachers bringing school groups to plays outside of school are under pressure for
time. Timetabling can also make it difficult for teachers to engage in drama activities
within the classroom. Maintaining an understanding of these logistics and the
mechanics of programming in a way that will enable and incentivise schools to
attend theatre performances is a time-consuming and essential aspect of the work.  

5.1.4 Relationships matter
At all levels of engagement between artists or arts organisations and schools, whether
this involves an in-depth customised arts-in-education initiative which has been
planned by the school together with artists, or is a pre-packaged programme made
available to a wide number of schools, relationships matter.
Across all models and practices, there is a need for a basic relationship between a
contact at the school and a contact representing the company or arts organisation
to ensure there is an awareness of particular needs and clarity of expectations. Key
individuals at the school, whether the English teacher, Home School Liaison teacher,
Junior Certificate Studies Programme (JCSP) Coordinator, or other, are instrumental
in making sure a programme happens. The recognition of a company’s name and
familiarity with their model assists teachers in deciding whether or not to participate
in a programme. Theatre practitioners who do not regularly work with schools
recognised their lack of contacts as a difficulty. Without a clear system through which
information on their programmes or productions can be universally accessed (or
noticed) by schools, the task of undertaking direct marketing can be daunting. Further,
it was noted that where there is no existing relationship between an arts organisation
and a school, programmes can fail to happen, even after considerable time and
resources have been spent. It is clear that the best practice happens when a company
or arts organisation has a strong and ongoing relationship with a school and can
develop innovative and in-depth programmes in collaboration with teachers.

5.1.5 Defence and criticism of a traditional approach
Stakeholders considered it valuable for students to experience a full-length play which
would be enjoyed by a general audience. For many, it is important that students have
the opportunity to have a traditional experience of theatre, and that it may develop
in young people a longer term interest in and love of theatre as an art form. However,
a number of submissions and observations suggest that if theatre is presented to
young people, and in particular to large school groups, without any reference to
the experience and interests of a younger age group, or of audience members who
have no prior interest in theatre, it can be an uninspiring and even disenfranchising
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experience. The danger is that the experience will lead to many of these new audience
members concluding that theatre is ‘not for them’.
Some teachers appreciate clear, traditional presentations, which seek to faithfully
present the play as it is written. For others, a traditional approach to presenting theatre
can mislead students to presume there is such a thing as the correct ‘live version’ of
a play. Rather, the active process of deconstructing, interpreting and re-interpreting
a text ‘on its feet’ provides greater insights for students as an introduction to theatre.
A theatre performance for a general audience might deliberately provoke audience
members to make their own meaning, and reject the notion of audiences as passive
consumers of art in the same way that learner-centred pedagogy rejects the notion
of students as consumers of knowledge. Yet the prior experience of audience
members, including their familiarity with a traditional approach to presenting theatre,
is likely to influence their appreciation of a more experimental piece. What emerges
is that the range of approaches to live theatre in a contemporary context cannot be
represented by one consistent, traditional approach to presenting classic texts. The
more experiences audiences have of theatre, the greater will be their capacity to interpret each experience and to make their own meaning in a layered and nuanced way.

5.2

Issues/observations from theatre and arts practitioners
Theatre and arts practitioners provided details on their models of practice in response
to the specific questions addressed to them in the discussion paper, and these have
informed the description of practices in Section 4 above. Further details and
perspectives shared by theatre and arts practitioners, including responses to the
broader questions raised in the discussion paper, are included in this section. The
quality of the submissions, together with the general collegiality and shared purpose
demonstrated by the range of theatre practitioners in attendance at the forum on 21
April, suggest an experienced and committed community of theatre artists and arts
organisations who are ambitious in their vision of what young people’s engagement
with theatre can and should be while in second-level education.

5.2.1 Selected extracts
A Vision – Here’s what I’d like to see:
It is the opening night of the Abbey’s touring production of Hamlet. The auditorium
of the Cork Opera House is full of the usual mix of adults and young people, all ready
to be engaged and excited by the production. The young people are confident in
their theatre space; they’re looking forward to comparing this production to their
own staging of a radical Homage to Hamlet. They are studying the latest play from
Ray Scannell for their Certificate exams and are fascinated by the twist and turns of
language in both plays. The adults are happy that there are so many young people in
the auditorium and looking forward to chatting with them at the interval about their
‘read’ on the production. We have the largest young population in Europe but we
have no coherence between agencies (a) to ensure access to cultural provision in
general, (b) to enable sustained development of policy, (c) to encourage the acquistion
of a vocabulary of the arts and of theatre which would in twenty years’ time make
the opening image a possibility.
Emelie Fitzgibbon, Graffiti Theatre Company
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A dedicated senior officer within the Department of Education and Skills with a brief
to coordinate and lead policy on arts in the formal education system is still needed.
The current Department of Education funding of arts activities and programmes can
be impromptu with often little transparency.… There will always be a gap in the
market for a theatre business to produce curricular plays as a commercial enterprise.
Perhaps it is inevitable that at some point live streaming will deliver curricular plays
into the classroom. Perhaps there will be a healthy choice of talented troupes
performing the ascribed canon for schools to pay to go to and see. Perhaps some
of these will be tremendously theatrical and beguiling enough to encourage many
of those student witnesses to engage with the arts and with theatre in the future.
But perhaps they will not. What if they do only serve to tarnish young people’s view
of theatre as being something inextricably linked to learning, study and compulsion.
How do we change I have to to I want to when considering a visit to the theatre?
Committing resources to developing a more holistic approach to the provision of
theatre in schools is a very valuable placement of resources.
Theatre Lovett
We don’t believe introducing students to theatre-making necessarily means ‘forcing’
the shy to perform, or encouraging the already outgoing to trumpet their extroversion.
There are subtleties, sensitivities and insights within any written scene or devised
piece that can be approached in ways inclusive to all temperaments. In fact, drama
is such a rich and versatile medium that it can be adapted to a wide range of learning
styles. When students are involved/exposed to rehearsal room techniques, speaking
text out loud-animating the text-this engagement with the spoken forces them out of
their comfort zone, develops their confidence and builds on oracy and language skills.
Phil Kingston, The Abbey

5.2.2 Artistic and educational aims
All of the theatre practitioners articulated a clear ambition to create work of a high
artistic quality and to give young people a positive and engaging experience of
theatre. Additionally, workshop style presentations paid particular attention to the
educational outcomes students need in preparing for their exams.

5.2.3 Resourcing
Theatre practitioners were concerned by the lack of policy-driven support from the
DES to facilitate young people’s engagement with theatre. They noted that it is
increasingly difficult for schools to bring students to see a performance. On the other
hand, workshops and performance models which are suited to more intimate settings
and could be successfully presented at a school, require adequate resourcing in order
to facilitate a greater number of smaller groups.
A clear tension emerged between keeping ticket prices low and numbers reasonably
intimate while offering performances with high production values. This is a particular
difficulty with large-scale productions, which are costly to stage.
Considerable time is spent on the marketing and administration which surrounds
school performances, and this appears to be a strain on smaller companies trying
to carry out multiple roles in producing, marketing and performing.
Venues reported making use of in-house resources to enable students to experience
how lighting and other production elements influence a production, and to give
them the experience of live theatre in a professional theatre setting.
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Companies reported that they generate funding through a variety of sources, including
local authority and Arts Council grants and box office sales. The withdrawal by the
DES of DEIS funding for arts organisations serving disadvantaged schools has been
a considerable set-back in the provision of theatre for school audiences.

5.2.4 Presenting to young audiences
Overall, theatre practitioners considered young people to be a sophisticated audience
and felt it was important for performances not to be condescending in any way.
For some this meant not making any distinction between second-level students and
a general adult audience, but for others, it meant ensuring material is presented in
a way that is specifically designed to be relevant and exciting. Theatre practitioners
welcomed that, when the conditions are right and when a performance succeeds,
young people can be more appreciative and engaged than a typical adult audience.
On the flip side, they acknowledged that young people are also less forgiving if a
production falls short, which means any complacency on the part of the creative
team is simply not an option. Practitioners recognised that playing to large school
groups is a challenge, and that the element of compulsion for young people means
some members of the audience can be less than willing to engage with a performance
in those circumstances. Companies presenting workshop-style presentations described
breaking the fourth wall and engaging directly with young people in order to make
the theatre experience meaningful and empowering for them. For companies not
producing plays that are prescribed on the curriculum, the choice of play is important,
and the value of commissioning plays especially for the age cohort was underlined.
The RSC’s Young People’s Shakespeare, and the Globe Education project, Playing
Shakespeare, offer international examples of Shakespeare performances designed,
edited and performed specifically for school audiences. These target younger students
in upper primary and lower second-level education, rather than those at the equivalent
of Leaving Certificate level. Older students are given the opportunity to engage in
workshops and other enhancements surrounding productions by these companies
aimed at a general audience.
According to the RSC
This work forms part of our belief that young people get the most out of Shakespeare
when they:
• Do Shakespeare on their feet – explore the plays actively as actors do
• See It Live – participate as members of a live audience
• Start It Earlier – work on the plays from a younger age.39

The Abbey submission to this review described an ambition to bring tailored
performances from the canon of Irish theatre to primary schools, suggesting a similar
approach to the RSC.
Some specialists presenting work for young audiences observed that this area of work
has a low profile among the general professional theatre sector in Ireland. However,
it was also observed that many professional theatre makers who are not primarily
youth or education specialists enjoy having the opportunity not only to present work
39

Royal Shakespeare Company website: http://www.rsc.org.uk/education/yps/
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to young people, but to engage with them through facilitated activities. Appropriate
training and up-skilling for actors and other theatre practitioners was identified as
being needed in this area. In addition, it was noted that rehearsal and performance
schedules need to be carefully planned and managed to allow educational/engagement initiatives to succeed.

5.2.5 Marketing, communication and feedback
Companies reported spending considerable time marketing their productions directly
to schools by talking with teachers one-to-one by phone, presenting their programmes
at teacher conferences, etc. In some cases, companies communicate the educational
goals of the company’s approach at the marketing stage. For other companies, there
is ambivalence about making curriculum links explicit for schools. Theatre Lovett
states
We do not respond to direct requests to cover x, y or z from the curriculum. This is
not our company remit. However, through our work we often provide a practical
demonstration of the intentions of the curriculum.40

Companies gather feedback from teachers and students through formal feedback
forms and also informal conversations. They consider audience feedback to be very
important in developing their programmes.

5.2.6 Venues
Several of the organisations making submissions operate as venues as well as
production houses. In addition, the role of venues programming work that has not
been developed in-house was considered to impact on the overall experience young
people have in the theatre. Theatre Lovett observed
Venues own policies in relation to work for young audiences seriously impacts on
the whole experience. Front of house (FOH) and or volunteers ‘handling’ of young
audiences needs to be seriously considered and addressed by each venue according
to their own particular space, skills and personalities. 200 teenagers trooping into a
venue can put many FOH staff on the back foot unless they have been up-skilled in
this area of facilitation.41

For venues receiving touring productions, a lack of choice and a lack of familiarity
with companies presenting work for young audiences can be a problem. The cost for
venues to bring in large-scale productions can be prohibitive, especially for smallersized venues that have a policy of keeping tickets for young audiences at a low price.

5.3

Issues /observations from teachers
The input of teachers was sought and represented through the Irish National Organisation of Teachers of English (INOTE) the Professional Development Service for Teachers
(PDST) and an tSeirbhís Tacaíochta Dara Leibhéal don Ghaeilge – the support service
for Irish language teachers. In addition to the input of teachers gathered in this way,

40
41

Written submission from Theatre Lovett.
Ibid.
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companies touring with productions of curriculum plays at the time of the review
were invited to share information about the process with their teacher contacts. The
English Department of a school which had recently attended a Cyclone production
provided a written submission. Second Age gathered input from twenty-two teachers
and four students through a survey designed especially to tie in with this review. The
efforts of these companies to share information about the process and gather input
is greatly appreciated.

5.3.1 Expectation that presentations of curriculum plays will be available
Teachers (and students) felt it was important to have the option to see the play they
were studying performed live.
I think it is invaluable as it brings it alive for them. I have shown films of plays and
it does not have the same impact (often bored and disengaged). Their response
frequently surprises me (and them) as the power of the drama comes alive and the
characters become real people. Very often this is their first introduction to the theatre
and the sets and costuming and music etc. make sense, often for the first time.
Teacher submitting a response via Second Age

Some of the questions in the Leaving Certificate examination assume that students
have seen a full presentation of a play they are studying, although these are questions
that students can avoid if they have not seen the play performed.
For some teachers, prescribed plays are prioritised for school visits to the theatre as
they find it can be difficult to justify the cost of going to other productions.
Teachers identified some problems with regard to bringing students to presentations
of curriculum plays. These included the disappointing and sometimes disruptive
nature of an all-schools audience, having to travel considerable distances, the cost
when tickets and travel are combined, and the difficulty in not knowing what to
expect from a production and therefore not being able to prepare students to
maximise their experience. These factors resulted in teachers in some cases favouring
smaller, local, workshop-style presentations over the full-length presentation model.
Yet the opportunity to see quality full-length presentations of curriculum plays was
still considered important. After a criticism of recent experiences of full-length plays,
a submission from the Irish National Organisation of Teachers (INOTE) states
I would like to see theatre companies who will be aware of their specific school
audiences and give the students an awareness of production elements, themes, etc.
but ultimately will offer a thrilling performance.
Mary O’Farrell, INOTE Chair

5.3.2 Workshop-style presentations
The teachers providing input responded positively to workshop-style presentations.
They welcomed initiatives that show an understanding of the themes and issues
students need to explore for their exams, and that make this analysis lively and
engaging for students. Both Cyclone and Theatre Royal’s approach were referenced
independently by a number of teachers as offering an engaging model for students.
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Teachers felt that local companies offering engaging experiences in local/regional
venues, or directly in schools, should be supported.

5.3.3 Factors influencing school trips to the theatre
A number of factors influence a teacher or school’s decision to bring students to a
performance outside of school. One submission (echoed by others) put it as follows
These factors include:
a) Substitution cover for teachers.
b) Proximity of venue to the school
c)
Cost of tickets and/or travel
d) Reviews of the production and past experience of the quality of theatre on offer.
Larry Cotter, INOTE

Recent cutbacks in the DES budget make it increasingly difficult to provide substitute
cover for any school trips including visits to the theatre. The overall cost when time,
travel and ticket prices are combined, presents a problem.

5.3.4 Introducing students to theatre in a variety of forms
The teachers providing input to this review considered it important for young people
to experience theatre in a variety of forms, including presentations of prescribed and
non-prescribed plays.
I believe it is essential that students at second level experience drama as a valuable
formative experience across the entire curriculum. Drama is a core component of
English and I think all students benefit from the experience of enacting plays and
being part of the audience at a production of prescribed and non-prescribed plays.
In my school we endeavour to give the students an opportunity to see a production
of the play they study for Junior and Leaving Cert. We also facilitate theatre visits as
a key part of Transition year.
Larry Cotter, INOTE

Given the difficulties outlined in 5.3.3 above, the commitment of teachers and school
administrators to facilitate young people’s experience of theatre is noteworthy.  

5.3.5 Continuing Professional Development
Teachers agreed that there is a need for more in-service training at second-level to
assist teachers in using simple and effective drama techniques when approaching the
study of plays. The teachers who contributed ideas to this process had an interest
in theatre, however they pointed out that some teachers are not comfortable with
drama exercises. Having a staff member at the school with a background and interest
in drama can be a resource for other teachers and their students, though timetabling
can be a difficulty in arranging to co-teach or swap classes. Teachers viewed the
workshops offered by The Abbey in conjunction with the Professional Development
Service for Teachers (PDST) as worthwhile.

5.3.6 Resources accompanying a theatrical presentation
Teachers considered resources that accompany a theatrical presentation to be useful,
though not all considered them essential. A lack of information about what to expect
from a particular production was cited as a difficulty for teachers in planning lessons
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around a visit to the theatre. Well-facilitated workshops with students in advance
of (or integrated into) a production were considered highly valuable. Teachers were
enthusiastic about opportunities to see actors rehearsing a scene or to learn about
other aspects of the creative process leading to a production, whether in person,
online, or in the classroom via whiteboard technology. Teachers would welcome more
opportunities to engage with professional theatre productions in these ways.

5.3.7 Live theatre as a way of overcoming language difficulties
Teachers noted that an engaging experience of live theatre can assist students in
overcoming unfamiliarity or difficulty with a language, whether in the context of
Shakespeare’s plays, or in the context of any plays, novels, or other aspect of the Irish
language curriculum.

5.4

Issues /observations from students
Twenty young people from a wide geographical spread provided input to this review
process. Sixteen participated in a focus group, and four participated in the forum
discussion and workshop alongside other stakeholders. All of the young people had
some experience of theatre outside of school in addition to studying plays as part
of the curriculum. This meant that students could reflect on their engagement with
theatre at school in the context of other experiences. While students with no interest
in theatre were not directly canvassed, the young people consulted were conscious
of their peers in the observations that they made. All of their comments were clearly
influenced by their overall experience at school and awareness of the dynamics
among their peers, including those who do not have a particular interest in theatre.

5.4.1 Value of a professional performance for young people when
studying a play
Young people considered it important to have the opportunity to see the play they
are studying at school performed. It was striking that in a focus group of 16 young
people who are members of youth theatres across Ireland, a majority had seen a
Second Age production of either Macbeth or Hamlet, and a small number had seen
the recent production of Macbeth by UK-based touring company, Icarus. Others who
had not seen any performance felt this was a disadvantage and was not ideal.
The 16 young people at the focus group were gathered to attend two professional
productions as part of NAYD’s Young Critics programme, and some youth theatre
groups actively encourage the young members to attend professional theatre. However, the plays on the curriculum still clearly emerged as an important access point for
young people to professional theatre. When describing other performances they had
seen at the arts venue nearest them, it appeared that, with some notable exceptions,
these were mostly by local amateur groups or the local youth theatre, and that for
many young people, seeing a performance of the play on the curriculum can be their
only experience of professional theatre. Young people expect good production values
and strong performances when they go to the theatre. In their observations, they
did not make an explicit distinction between professional and amateur theatre and
welcomed all opportunities to see interesting and relevant plays.
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Having studied several plays in school – Romeo and Juliet, Sive, Macbeth – I absolutely
feel getting to see a production of these plays would contribute to our knowledge
of the plays.
NAYD Young Critic, age 17
It’s very difficult to remain interested when we don’t get to see and talk about
productions which we have to study for the L.C. [Leaving Certificate] course…Not
everybody has a massive interest in theatre, so it’s not possible to ask everyone to
enjoy productions. However, theatre has no limits – it can be for everyone. Schools
should introduce different styles and types of theatre which appeal to everyone.
NAYD Young Critic, age 16

5.4.2 Choice and audience engagement
As mentioned in Section 5.1 above, while young people felt they should have the
opportunity to see a play they are studying, they also felt that the experience of
going to the theatre with a school audience can be frustrating and disappointing.
Disruptive behaviour by their peers in their own or other school groups can undermine the whole experience. Students reported that they enjoy going to the theatre
with their classmates if they are part of a group that has been given the choice and
opted to go. Having a non-schools audience present further validates the experience
and influences their perception of the quality of the work presented.
The young people consulted were eager to point out that not all young people are
interested in theatre. Opportunities to go to theatre performances or workshops
should not be prioritised over other opportunities to explore music, film or science,
for example, in more depth. When it comes to these types of activities, students
should be given a choice.
It was also emphasised that young people who wish to see a play they are studying
performed should not be denied the opportunity just because some of their peers
are not interested in theatre.

5.4.3 A creative approach and the teacher’s role
Young people welcomed creative approaches to studying plays in the classroom. A
young person who is interested in a play, will not, for example, put their ‘heart and
soul’ into reading a passage out loud in a class where nobody else appears interested.
The experience of getting the play off the page in the classroom needs to be properly
facilitated.
For the most part, young people involved in youth theatre saw no direct correlation
between their experiences of theatre in and out of school. While they described a
positive experience with their youth theatre, ultimately their experience of studying
plays or attending plays with their school was heavily influenced by their teacher.
Several young people remarked that when a teacher has no interest in a play, this
gets passed on to the students.
At school my English teacher reads through the plays and explains them. There is no
discussion or opinions shared which I think is a shame. My youth theatre experience
is very different to study at school – it is much better.
NAYD Young Critic, age 17
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I’m in TY and this is my first year attending plays with my school and it was very
enjoyable. My English teacher was great in that she got us to research different
aspects of the shows so we got interested. Also, she organised us to have a Q&A with
different actors in the play.
NAYD Young Critic, age 16
I went to see Macbeth with my school but we literally were brought there and back
– had no preparation or talked after. We were just told to write a review with no help
or prep. Waste – we could have gotten more benefit.
NAYD Young Critic, age 16

While the teacher’s role was considered to be crucial, the theatre community’s part
was also acknowledged.
I think that if we learned how much goes into putting on a production, it would help
to give a better idea of the meaning behind the texts that we are studying. This could
be done if someone involved in the production came in to talk to the class.
NAYD Young Critic, age 18

5.4.4 The Leaving Certificate and critical engagement
In the context of the Leaving Certificate, young people are focussed on maximising
their points. While they want to have rich and rewarding experiences, as one young
person put it
At the end of the day, I still want to get my Leaving Cert.
Student, 1642

When asked about using an approach like NAYD’s Young Critics programme at
school, one young person observed that it
...might take away from the course work a bit as a review is only worth 20 marks,
so it wouldn’t benefit the exams much, as there’s over 200 marks going.
NAYD Young Critic, age16
My youth theatre experience has given me a far greater interest in plays than studying
them for exams. With exams, there are things you have to learn, it’s a very static
process and doesn’t encourage much of an interest/love of theatre. The youth theatre
approach is much more active and encourages a more personal engagement and
exploration with the text.
NAYD Young Critic, age18

Yet some young people recognised the skills they were learning as valuable in exam
situations.
I feel that critical thinking is a necessity for young people, especially in exam situations.
Schools can often draw only textbook answers from students, whereas this course
[Young Critics] encourages critical analysis. English classes would benefit greatly from
open discussions and workshops that I have experienced.
NAYD Young Critic, age 16
Comment by a young participant at the forum on 21 April. All other direct quotes in this section are from
the NAYD Young Critics focus group.
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5.5

Issues/observations from partners in education

5.5.1 National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA)
The submission from the NCCA highlighted the various ways in which drama is
presented on the curriculum.
The NCCA through its work on developing syllabuses and general guidelines to
accompany them encourages student engagement with drama both in the classroom,
and where possible in a live theatre context.
Student-participation and activity-learning are central to the junior cycle English
syllabus and drama as a methodological approach is expected to pervade the English
classroom. Drama approaches should and can be employed successfully by all teachers
no matter how limited their experience may be in this area.
The Teacher Guidelines for Junior Certificate English state that drama in education is
essentially concerned with engaging students in the process of ‘living out imagined
experience’ whatever its source or context rather than in producing performances
for an audience. Drama, in this context, is concerned with developing the students’
confidence and self-awareness by encouraging participation in classroom drama in
diverse forms.
At senior cycle in the past, the approach was predominantly academic, emphasising
detailed reading, re-reading and analysis; the understanding and knowledge thus
gained was expressed in the essay form.
The 1998 (current) syllabus for Leaving Certificate English brings a different perspective
to the study of drama. Now the single text and the comparative texts can be
approached as events to be performed, interpreted and transformed in a variety of
ways. Active methodologies engage the students with the experience of the text as
art in a way that traditional methodologies find more difficult to achieve.
NCCA Submission

5.5.2 DES Post-Primary Inspectors of English
The submission from the DES Post-Primary Inspectors of English in response to the
discussion document observed that
The aims of the document are consistent with many of the aspirations of both the
junior cycle and senior cycle English syllabuses.

The submission highlighted the choices available to teachers and students within the
curriculum. Even within the context of the material on the prescribed lists for the
Leaving Certificate, teachers and students have a relatively wide choice of plays and
other material to study. While the Inspectors acknowledged, Wherever possible,
an experience of a live performance of a studied play is recommended, they also
observed that other theatrical experiences are equally valid.
Whether a play is on a prescribed reading list or not is immaterial. The purpose of
bringing students to a play is to enrich understanding and appreciation of English
and of language. Beyond this, the nature of choices made and the artistic process
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underlying such choices, in any play, could further enhance students’ awareness of
the nature of the play they are studying as a text which offers a multitude of possible
choices and interpretations.

Further the Post-Primary Inspectors noted that
In the context of the junior cycle syllabus, the limited number of modern plays that
work for an adolescent audience is a practical difficulty for teachers of
ordinary level and higher level English classes.43

It is worth mentioning here that submissions from the theatre sector suggest there is
an appetite among specialists in the area of Theatre for Young Audiences to respond
to the challenge of presenting relevant work for teenage audiences.
It is very important that young people can see original work by top class writers written
for them…Ireland is down to seeing TWO original plays for teenagers performed
professionally in the whole country. This is astonishing from an international
perspective. What kind of a view of theatre are we giving to young people - that
professional theatre never engages with their experiences? It is important to retain
a view that Theatre is a multiplicity of voices, engagements, modes.
      Emelie Fitzgibbon, Graffiti Theatre Co

With regard to Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life, the Post-Primary
Inspectors noted that theatre can support students’ speaking and listening skills and
further suggested that the Arts Council could encourage the use of new forms of
literacy, such as blogs, social networking and texting, as a means to assist students
in engaging with theatre. The use of online resources and recordings
could highlight (or encourage students to discuss/discover) the process undertaken
in creating a theatrical production, along with the choices made, thus supporting the
development of students’ critical literacy – a key aspiration of both the junior cycle
and senior cycle syllabuses as well as the national strategy.
The workshop approach (in both a digital and live form) can have very great benefits
for students in gaining an understanding of how drama works. Such approaches may
entail students travelling to the theatre or professional actors and directors visiting
schools, or, indeed, digital media supporting similar functions.44

The Inspectors noted that Continuing Professional Development (CPD) offered by
The Abbey has been very helpful for teachers and that ways of extending this type
of provision, perhaps with the use of digital technologies, is worthy of consideration.
While not included in the formal submission, in a follow up conversation with Kevin
O’Donovan, DES English Inspector, he highlighted that Literacy and Numeracy for
Learning and Life recognises the essential role of families and communities in
supporting literacy development. In Section 3 of the Strategy, Enabling parents and
communities to support children’s literacy and numeracy development, it is stated that
Submission from the Department of Education and Skills Post-Primary Inspectors of English as part of the
review process.
44
Ibid.
43
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Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life has been drafted to integrate fully with
this approach in the National Children’s Strategy. Actions under both strategies will
strongly support the delivery of better literacy and numeracy outcomes for children…
A key part of the work of the Department of Children and Youth Affairs will be to
collect information about the broad range of initiatives and projects that support
families in various ways, to identify the approaches that have the most beneficial
effects on the lives of families, children and young people, and to seek to coordinate
and improve the services that are provided. We have to ensure that the interventions
we prioritise make a real, measurable and positive difference to the lives and learning
successes of children and young people.45

The Home School Community Liaison teacher in each school is an important point
of contact in developing programmes that connect students and their parents with
community initiatives, including theatre and other arts programmes, which support
the DES strategy.

Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life, The National Strategy to Improve Literacy and Numeracy
among Children and Young People, 2011–2020, Department of Education and Skills, 2011, p.19–21
45

44

6

ANALYSIS OF KEY EMERGENT ISSUES

6.1

Challenges
A number of challenges emerge when the issues and observations raised by stakeholders (detailed in Section 5 above) are analysed in the context of existing policy and
provision (outlined in Section 3) and current practices (Section 4). In order to avoid
repetition, some observations by stakeholders are presented in this section, which have
not been highlighted earlier. The challenges are set out along with potential solutions.

6.1.1 Lack of commitment and coordination between arts and education
at national level
The failure to implement the recommendations made in Points of Alignment, The
Report of the Special Committee on Arts and Education (2008) has been a significant
obstacle in the development of sustainable arts-in-education initiatives.
There is a sense of frustration within the theatre community of the low priority given
by the Department of Education and Skills (DES) to ensuring young people have
access to theatre or other arts experiences. In the case of this review, submissions by
the DES and the NCCA acknowledged clear connections between the goals of the
Arts Council in supporting theatre for young people and the goals of the curriculum.
However, in practice the resources and supports are not in place to facilitate the kind
of rich engagement which is desirable by all parties. Instead, this type of engagement
happens only in an ad hoc manner and as a result of initiatives taken by individual
schools and arts organisations. In many cases, schools struggle to bring students
to performances and programmes outside of school, and funding supports for arts
organisations working in schools have been cut.
The Arts-in-Education Charter currently being developed by the Department of Arts,
Heritage and the Gaeltacht and the Department of Education and Skills, offers the
possibility of making genuine progress in this area (see Opportunities in Section 6.2
below).

6.1.2 Increasing ambition, diminishing resources, and digital technology
There is a willingness and appetite among theatre companies to engage with school
audiences. The variety of models of engagement in existence and the generally
positive response to this review, attest to this. The various models currently on offer
are valuable and it is evident that increased support and incentives are needed to
improve and develop this area of work. The reality is that not everything can be
supported, or supported to the extent that it should be in order to ensure the richest
engagement by a wide number of students.  
Large-scale productions are expensive to mount, and rely on large box office in-take,
but the quality of experiencing these productions is undermined when they are
presented to large school audiences. Participating in carefully designed pre-performance
workshops and other activities for smaller groups of students in advance of attending
a production is likely to enhance young people’s experience when they go to the
theatre, and mitigate against some of the difficulties identified, but this is also
expensive to arrange. Similarly, workshop-style presentations, while they include
strategies to actively engage the audience, also require limiting the audience numbers
at each presentation to ensure the success of the model.  
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Digital technologies could play an important role in resolving this conundrum. The
possibilities of providing a wide number of students with dynamic access points to
live theatre through digital technology deserve further exploration. The approach
should not be to replace a live theatre experience but rather to stimulate interest and
engagement in that experience.

6.1.3 The context of a high stakes exam
Whereas the curriculum allows and encourages rich learning to take place, the reality
of a high stakes culminating exam can work against this. While rich learning and
good results are of course not mutually exclusive, when the emphasis for teachers
and students is placed on how to get the most points in the final exam, the learning
experience can be compromised. Significantly, the personal response of students, the
importance of which on the one hand is emphasised in the curriculum, and prompted
in the relevant exams, is not fostered by a high stakes exam process.
In total, the Leaving Cert English exam is around six hours. In that time, you are tested
on pretty much everything except what you personally get out of it. Most of the time,
if you are writing a personal response, it’s somebody else’s personal response because
your own feels inadequate.  
Student, 1846

This difficulty is echoed in concerns among the higher education community that
the Leaving Certificate does not provide students leaving school with the critical and
creative skills necessary to succeed in third level education.47 On the one hand, while
the Leaving Certificate is likely to overshadow students’ experience of any play they
see which is prescribed for the exam, there is also a strong case to be made for the
particular role of high-quality arts experiences to allow students to experience their
curriculum in the richest possible way. In reality, for students to develop the skills
which are required by the curriculum, they need to participate in creative and
engaging experiences, which allow them to go beyond the exam before potentially
channelling those skills back into their answers.

6.1.4 Making the compulsory compulsive
In the forum discussion with a range of stakeholders on April 21, a key issue raised
by Martin Drury, Arts Council Arts Director, was how can we make the compulsory
compulsive? It seems logical that if young people feel forced to go to the theatre,
and if they have no interest in the play they are studying, they will not necessarily
get the most out of the experience. On the one hand, there is an onus on the theatre
community to recognise this challenge and to take additional steps to facilitate a
positive engagement for young people attending a performance. On the other hand,
it is also evident that while young people deserve the opportunity to see the play
they are studying performed, individual students should also be given the opportunity
to make an informed choice about whether they wish to attend. Further, ticket
prices should not be the determining factor for a student when making a choice,
and theatres and schools need to ensure mechanisms are in place to ensure equal
opportunity.
Observation by a young participant at the forum discussion on 21 April
Áine Hyland (Emeritus Professor of Education, University College Cork, and Chairperson of the Commission
on the Points System 1999), Entry to Higher Education in Ireland in the 21st Century: Discussion Paper for
the NCCA/HEA Seminar 21st Sep 2011
46
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6.1.5 Lack of coordination between artistic planning and the
development and circulation of prescribed lists
Representatives from education bodies attending the forum discussion on 21 April
confirmed that there is room for the theatre sector to suggest plays to be included on
the prescribed lists. Anyone can make a submission to the English Syllabus Committee
in the NCCA by writing or emailing the Education Officer for English at the NCCA
and requesting that the suggestions be considered by the relevant sub-committee.48
To date, it would appear that no organisation representing the theatre sector has
suggested a list of plays to the NCCA, but this is something that should be encouraged.
It would be worth exploring with the NCCA the possibility of including productions
presented by a number of approved companies or festivals as comparative texts on
the prescribed lists. The inclusion of films for comparative study on the prescribed
lists is a very positive development, and allowing a similar option for theatre would
be beneficial. Similarly, it would be helpful for the theatre community to be aware
of the prescribed lists when they are published each year. Companies can find this
information by consulting the DES website, but it would be worth drawing attention
to the lists by ensuring they are referenced in relevant arts community newsletters
at the time of their circulation (usually February each year).
Greater coordination and joined up thinking could lead to a diverse range of offers
by theatre companies of relevance to the prescribed lists. It should be acknowledged
that while theatre companies, festivals or venues may have long-term plans of what
plays they would like to present, the timing will ultimately be impacted by available
funding, availability of desired artistic personnel, and other factors. Even as these are
being worked out behind the scenes, it may not be desirable to announce an artistic
plan too far in advance depending on the company’s overall marketing strategy.
Any coordination between the theatre and education sectors would involve working
around these types of constraints.

6.2

Opportunities

6.2.1 Arts-in-education momentum
The positive and collegial approach of the diverse range of stakeholders who
participated in the forum on 21 April suggests there is a strong community of
interested parties wishing to develop the role of the arts (including theatre) in
education in Ireland. The emergence of groups such as the Encountering the Arts
working group, Theatre for Young Audiences Ireland, and Meitheal na mBeag49,
points to the resourceful approach of skilled practitioners to coordinate their efforts
to develop young people’s experience of the arts in and out of school. The grassroots
collaboration evident across the arts and education sectors indicates a growing
readiness for a coordinated approach to implementing targeted arts-in-education
initiatives. Significantly, the Arts-in-Education Charter currently being developed by
the DAHG and the DES suggests there is momentum at national policy level to move
towards greater coordination across the arts and education sectors.
Emails from Kevin McDermott, PDST and Declan O’Neill, NCCA as a follow up to the forum on 21 April.
Meitheal na mBeag is a network and resource organisation for performing arts groups presenting work
for young audiences in the Irish language, which has received support from Foras na Gaeilge and Ealaín na
Gaeltachta.
48
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6.2.2 Shared aims and principles underpinning the work of the formal
education sector and the arts sector in terms of young people’s
experience
The extracts from the curricular documents included in Section 3.4 above, and the
submissions from the NCCA and DES Post-Primary Inspectors of English detailed in
Section 5.5, point to the shared principles which underpin the school curriculum and
young people’s engagement with quality arts experiences.
The five skills identified as central to teaching and learning across the senior cycle
curriculum - critical and creative thinking, communicating, information processing,
being personally effective and working with others50 – are integral to any meaningful engagement with theatre. Similarly, the key skills announced by the NCCA in A
Framework for Junior Cycle – managing myself; being creative; working with others;
staying well; communicating; managing information and thinking51 – are congruent
with all good arts-in-education practice.52
The artistic processes described by theatre practitioners in their submissions to this
review suggest that they create rich opportunities for students to experience the
core principles and practice the skills which underpin the curriculum. Further, these
experiences support literacy development, and while explicit reference to the role of
the arts is notably missing from the Department’s strategy, Literacy and Numeracy for
Learning and Life, a persuasive argument can be made that quality engagement with
theatre and other art forms by young people and their families will assist in delivering
the strategy.
There is a need for arts organisations working with schools to articulate the richness
of the experience they offer to young people with direct reference to the principles
and skills informing the curriculum. The National Campaign for the Arts has
demonstrated the value in articulating the role of the arts in delivering other government priorities, in particular, by making the economic case that the arts create jobs,
attract tourism, and are essential to economic growth. A similar approach would
be valuable in continuing to advocate for the role of the arts within the educational
system, by emphasising and articulating the shared principles and aims across the
arts and education sectors.
The formal education sector faces considerable challenges in delivering the ideals
articulated in the NCCA’s curriculum documents. This makes it all the more important
to document and highlight the learning outcomes for students as a result of participating in strong arts-in-education initiatives. The Arts Council could play a leading
role in advocating for the invaluable contribution of rich artistic engagement in the
context of existing education policy, while seeking to continue to shape and refine
the manner in which the arts are represented within that policy.

6.2.3 Junior cycle short courses and transition units
As part of the new junior cycle which will be introduced for students entering secondlevel education in 2014, the NCCA is proposing the development of new short courses.
Senior Cycle Key Skills Framework, NCCA, 2009
Towards a Framework for Junior Cycle, NCCA, November 2011
52
Artists~Schools Guidelines, Arts Council, 2008, provides details on the principles underpinning best
practice in arts-in-education.
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While planning for the short courses is at the initial stages, it appears that schools
and other organisations (including arts organisations) will have the opportunity to
develop customised courses on a range of subjects, including drama/theatre. What
has been agreed to date is that as an initial phase, the NCCA will develop five to six
short courses as exemplary modules. One of these will focus on artistic performance.
There is an opportunity for the Arts Council to work with the NCCA to ensure this
module draws on the best examples of arts-in-education practice and other relevant
practices outside of school, such as youth theatre. The NCCA also appears to be
particularly interested in receiving input on the development of short courses in
the Irish language. The potential to develop an innovative module which combines
the development of theatre and other creative skills with Irish language proficiency,
would be worthy of exploration.
In addition, the NCCA website includes information for schools and interested
organisations on how to develop transition units for Transition Year students. There
is flexibility in Transition Year to allow for rich learning opportunities, which can be
assessed in an appropriate manner and are not tied to a state examination. The Arts
Council could play a role in encouraging a wider number of arts organisations to
work with local schools in developing exemplary transition units
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RECOMMENDATIONS
A number of suggestions are outlined below, which draw on the information
gathered over the course of this review and the analysis presented in this
document. Overall, it is recommended that the Arts Council take a number of
decisive measures to ensure that best practice in arts-in-education, including
exemplary presentations of plays prescribed on the curriculum, is supported
and encouraged.
The prescribed lists for the senior cycle English syllabus offer a clear common
point of reference between the arts and education sectors. These lists have
scope to include (and currently include) high-quality dramatic texts, which
continue to hold currency with the contemporary arts community, and which
teachers and students have the option to make central to their English studies
in their final years at school. However, presentations of prescribed curriculum
plays should not be prioritised over other rich forms of theatrical engagement
which tie in with other areas of the second-level school curriculum. For
example, focussing all Arts Council support on a single annual production
of a play appearing on the prescribed lists would undermine the aspects of
the curriculum which encourage choice and variety in student experience,
and may lead to the neglect of strong artistic programmes which connect
with other areas of the curriculum. The recommendations below are therefore
intended to encourage best practice in connecting theatre with the curriculum,
including but not solely through the presentation of plays appearing on the
prescribed lists.  
In the current climate, it may not be possible to ensure all second-level
students have the opportunity to experience rich, relevant and varied theatre
experiences. However, providing a range of targeted national and local
initiatives to support students’ meaningful engagement with theatre would
be a good approach. Strong arts-in-education practice needs to be actively
fostered and developed at local level. In addition, the Council should seek
to ensure that arts-in-education becomes a more consistent and integral part
of the work of publicly-funded arts organisations, particularly those in receipt
of significant public funds. In order to ensure this happens in a meaningful
way and to avoid a tokenistic approach to engaging with young audiences,
it is proposed to provide arts organisations with access to the expertise of
specialised practitioners in this field, as described in Section 7.2 below (to
pilot a Performing Arts Learning Service).
While new approaches to supporting quality theatre experiences for secondlevel school audiences are being piloted, there is a need to ensure that current
provision is maintained at adequate levels. In 2013 and 2014 the Arts Council
could take steps to ensure that at least one play on the prescribed lists is
presented to a high standard with the assistance of Arts Council funding.
This might be done by introducing a specific scheme or by incorporating this
strategic objective into the Touring and Dissemination of Work scheme. It will
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be important to ensure that any such production has the capacity to reach a
wide number of schools, and that appropriate mechanisms are incorporated
to facilitate young people’s meaningful engagement.
In the longer term, the Arts Council’s support for theatrical presentations of
prescribed plays should continue to form part of a coherent arts-in-education
policy. Highlighting the aspects of the current school curriculum which are
congruent with good arts-in-education practice, the Arts Council should
continue to seek to influence the manner in which students might encounter
the arts at school. Building on the momentum of the Arts-in-Education
Charter currently being developed by the Department of Arts, Heritage and
the Gaeltacht and the Department of Education and Skills, the Arts Council
should continue to advocate for a more coordinated and efficient approach
to delivering high quality arts experiences as an integrated aspect of students’
learning.

7.1

Provide funding opportunities for theatre artists
and companies presenting high-quality work for
second-level school audiences
The Arts Council has a number of mechanisms in place through which companies
and individual artists wishing to create work that ties in with the school curriculum
can be supported. Current Theatre and YPCE supports (from recurring support to
project and artist-in-residence awards) should continue to be flexible in allowing
strong examples of practice to be supported. A strategic objective to encourage
stronger connections with school audiences could be incorporated into the published
criteria for these grants.
In particular, the Touring and Dissemination of Work Scheme provides a mechanism
to incentivise a high-quality touring production of a play on the curriculum. It is
recommended that in the short-term and until adequate alternatives are in place, the
Guidelines should make explicit reference to this strategic priority. The Arts Council
should ensure applications are assessed with reference to best practice in arts-ineducation. Published criteria in relation to young people’s engagement with quality
arts experiences and the need to demonstrate appropriate expertise in this area
should be clear. Applicants might be referred to the Arts Council’s Artists~Schools
Guidelines and other relevant resources when developing proposals.
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7.2

Pilot a National Performing Arts Learning Service
(PALS)53
The overall aim of the National Performing Arts Learning Service (PALS) would be
to add value to the existing artistic output of publicly-funded performing arts
organisations by providing an appropriate education or mediation service connecting
high-quality productions with school audiences. In effect, this service would take a
similar approach to that of the education departments of large-scale arts organisations
and cultural institutions, which build their activities around an organisation’s artistic
programme. However, in this case, the combined artistic programmes of a number of
publicly-funded organisations would influence the service’s activities. A small number
of core staff with appropriate expertise would lead a flexible team of artist facilitators
to develop and implement the service’s programmes. The service would also facilitate
better communication and information sharing between the arts and education
sectors, including for example, ensuring publicly-funded arts organisations are aware
of the plays which appear on the prescribed lists (or lists of suggested texts, in the
case of the Junior Certificate), and advocating for the inclusion of exemplary plays
and productions for inclusion on these lists.
This proposal for an arts learning service draws on the evident expertise and maturity
of the arts-in-education sector in Ireland. The service would be expected to broaden
and mainstream the reach of exemplary practice, rather than duplicate or replace such
practice where it already exists. Arts organisations with strong education programmes
might for example choose to be associated with PALS while continuing to offer their
own programmes for schools.
The Performing Arts Learning Service is not envisaged as a resource-heavy, stand-alone
initiative. Rather, the approach of the service would by necessity be collaborative.
Participating arts organisations, schools, education centres or other education partners
would inform the design and implementation of PALS programmes in which they are
involved. The service would have an administrative function, rationalising the burden
which would otherwise fall on individual arts organisations and schools to effectively
communicate and sustain relationships. However, primarily the remit of PALS would
be to ensure specialist arts-in-education expertise is available to publicly-funded arts
organisations seeking to engage in a meaningful way with school audiences.
In its pilot phase, the Performing Arts Learning Service would be expected to:
1 Act as a mediating service providing specialist skills in arts-in-education
for a select number of publicly funded theatre companies, festivals or
other arts organisations.
2 Identify, in collaboration with publicly-funded arts organisations and

Given the scope of this review, the proposed Performing Arts Learning Service pertains to theatre in
particular. However, the term ‘Performing Arts’ is used as there is potential for the service to play a role
in connecting schools with professional dance or performances incorporating multiple art-forms. Current
provision for music education, which is already the focus of a national programme led by Music Network
and Music Generation, should not be understood to be impacted in any way by the proposed service.
53
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education partners, appropriate productions or other aspects of an artistic
programme as a focus for education activities.
3 Develop innovative education programmes which connect selected
productions or programmes with schools, in particular second-level schools.
4 Provide initial and continuing professional development for teachers and
artists in partnership with appropriate third level institutions (including
Colleges of Education) and Education Centres to promote the skills necessary
to successfully implement arts-in-education programmes.
5 Facilitate coordination where possible between the education and theatre/
performing arts sector, e.g., suggest plays to the NCCA for inclusion on the
suggested/prescribed lists leading to the Junior and Leaving Certificate
examinations; advocate for the inclusion of performing arts productions
(in addition to written plays) on the prescribed lists for comparative study;
advocate for and explore resourcing possibilities to ensure low-cost ticket
prices for second-level school audiences; design theatre modules for
Transition Year and as part of the new junior cycle; communicate prescribed
plays to the broader theatre sector; communicate relevant theatre or other
performing arts programmes to teachers and schools.
Several avenues might be explored to ensure adequate resourcing for this
service:
• Seek secondments from the Department of Education and Skills as part
of the service’s core staffing structure.
• Seek a commitment from publicly-funded arts organisations to ensure
adequate in-house resources are directed to working with the service to
ensure the success of projects, e.g., organisations must commit to ensuring
members of the creative team will be made available for training and
participation in schools workshops, and that their workload will be adapted
as appropriate.
• Potentially request participating publicly funded arts organisations to commit
a ‘per cent for learning’ towards the service’s budget.
• Consider having PALS operate in association with (and potentially in residence
at) appropriate third level institutions (including Colleges of Education) and
Education Centres with relevant in-house expertise. In addition to maximising
the use of existing resources, this would assist in ensuring initial and continuing
professional development are an integrated part of the service’s activities.
• Explore philanthropic and business partnerships, particularly with businesses
that place a high value on creativity, to provide support for the service, or
for specific initiatives carried out by the service. For example, the support
of a foundation or business might be sought specifically for presentations
and workshops that make use of digital technologies to reach a wide number
of schools; another might be approached to facilitate free or low-cost tickets
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for second-level school students; another might potentially address transport
to arts performances; and another might be interested in attaching its support to programmes connecting young audiences with the work of a specific
high-calibre performing arts company, festival or venue

In inviting proposals to design and pilot this service, it is strongly recommended that
Theatre for Young Audiences Ireland, the National Association for Youth Drama, the
Encountering the Arts working group, Irish Theatre Institute, Theatre Forum and
relevant education institutes, should be among the groups consulted.

7.3

Incentivise initiatives that connect schools with theatre
(and other art forms) through digital technology
Introduce a scheme to add value to the artistic programmes of publicly-funded arts
organisations through digital interventions targeting school audiences. Seek the
collaboration of the National Centre for Technology in Education (NCTE), which
operates under the Professional Development Service for Teachers, in developing
and implementing the scheme. Prioritise proposals that have the capacity to engage
second-level students in high-quality arts experiences while making clear connections
with the digital literacy components of the school curriculum and Literacy and
Numeracy for Learning and Life.
Support for digital recordings and presentations of high-quality theatre productions
for school audiences should be balanced with the use of these technologies to
promote young people’s active engagement with artistic processes through open
rehearsals, interviews with the creative team, live online workshops, etc.
The use of digital technologies should also (or alternatively) be promoted through
the work of the Performing Arts Learning Service as described in Section 7.2 above.
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7.4

Pilot a local performing arts-in-education partnership
scheme54
Introduce a pilot scheme to support local arts-in-education initiatives which foster
partnerships between schools, local arts organisations, and other key arts and
education partners at local level. The proposed scheme would focus on providing
students with opportunities to experience the performing arts locally as an integrated
aspect of their learning at school and would comprise the following elements:
• The scheme would target initiatives undertaken by a performing arts venue,
festival, production company, or other arts organisation, together with one
or more strategic local partners, and a minimum of three schools.  
• Key strategic partners at local level might include the local arts office,
Education Centre, local Vocational Education Committee (VEC), local
development company or partnership, or an appropriate local third level
institute involved in teacher and/or artist education.
• Initiatives would be expected to demonstrate financial support from other
sources, including the Department of Education and Skills. For example,
participating schools might commit a portion of their school budget to
supporting an initiative (through the Junior Certificate Schools Programme
(JCSP), School Completion, or other relevant programme budget).
Participating schools might also demonstrate the staff time which will be
allocated towards a proposed project. Local arts and education partners
would be expected to demonstrate the in-kind or other resources they will
commit to delivering a proposed initiative.
• The scheme might promote initiatives that connect young people’s experience
of the arts across formal and informal education settings. For example,
initiatives involving a local youth theatre or youth arts group working in
partnership with local schools could be supported.
• The scheme could potentially prioritise initiatives which support specialised
curricular modules such as transition units or short courses as part of the new
junior cycle.  
• Initiatives might involve a mentorship model, whereby for example, schools
or arts organisations with limited experience in delivering arts-in-education
programmes would draw on the advice and support of partners with relevant
expertise.

It is recommended that the Arts Council seek the advice and input of the Department
of Education and Skills and the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment in
developing the proposed scheme. In addition, the input of the Department of Children
It is not proposed that this scheme should replace existing local arts partnership schemes in music education
and other areas. Rather the recommendation proposes that the Arts Council continue to build on these good
examples of arts-in-education provision.
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and Youth Affairs (DCYA) and partners in local development might be sought with
regard to arts initiatives that create links between formal and informal education
settings. The anticipated educational and artistic outcomes of the scheme will be
strengthened if these are jointly articulated and agreed. In addition, the Arts Council
could explore resourcing options with its partners, including the potential for schools
and other education partners to draw on complementary resourcing mechanisms
available through existing channels.

7.5

Present these proposals to the Department of
Education and Skills (DES) and Department of Arts,
Heritage and the Gaeltacht (DAHG)
The Arts-in-Education Charter currently being developed by the DES and DAHG
suggests that it is timely to present the above proposals to the relevant government
departments for their consideration. The support of both departments will assist
the Arts Council in implementing the recommended initiatives. Secondments could
be sought from the DES, along with targeted support from the DAHG to assure the
viability of PALS. DES support for the proposed local arts-in-education partnership
scheme and digital technology scheme might take the form of matched funding and/
or an agreement to identify areas of school budgets which can be directed towards
these schemes andto communicate these to schools (for example, through an official
circular).. Similarly, the DES might communicate with schools to indicate relevant
areas of their budgets that may be directed towards PALS or similar arts-in-education
initiatives.
In driving the proposed initiatives, it is strongly recommended that the Arts Council
seek to ensure ongoing coordination and communication between the Council’s
Young People, Children, and Education team and equivalent staff at the NCCA, PDST
and relevant senior officers in the DES, DAHG and DCYA where appropriate. The
Council should seek to build on the relationships and conversations developed over
the course of this review with partners in education. In particular, it is recommended
to continue discussions with the NCCA with regard to the development of short
courses for junior cycle, and particularly the proposed course on artistic performance.
The Arts-in-Education Charter currently being developed by the DAHG and the DES
suggests a growing commitment on the part of both Ministers to ensure the arts
become a more integrated and consistent feature of young people’s experience at
school. It is recommended that the Arts Council share this report with the relevant
departments and national agencies at the earliest opportunity with a view to informing
the Council’s ongoing dialogue with these partners.
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Appendix B:
List of performances attended
The following performances were viewed over the course of the review:
The Hamlet Session,
Cyclone Repertory, Director Peadar Donohoe, The Helix, Dublin.
(Performance, 31 January 2012)
The Romeo and Juliet Session,
Cyclone Repertory, Director Peadar Donohoe, The Helix, Dublin.
(Performance, 3 February 2012)
The Macbeth Session,
Cyclone Repertory, Director Peadar Donohoe, Samuel Beckett Theatre, Dublin
(Performance, 9 February 2012)
Macbeth,
Second Age Theatre Company, Director David Horan, The Helix, Dublin
(Performance, 9 March 2012)
Macbeth,
Icarus Theatre Collective, Director Max Lewendel, An Grianán, Letterkenny
(Performance, 26 Mar 2012)
Twelfth Night,
Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC), Director David Farr, Royal Shakespeare Theatre,
Stratford-upon-Avon
(Performance, 17 April 2012)*
*This performance was preceded by a day-long conference for sixth form students on
Twelfth Night led by members of the RSC’s creative team, and a talk by Director, David
Farr. These events were also attended.
A Doll House,
Pan Pan Theatre, Director Gavin Quinn, Smock Alley Theatre, Dublin
(Performance, 21 April 2012)
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Websites and web resources of arts organisations
Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) in Stratford-upon-Avon: http://www.rsc.org.uk/education/
Teaching Shakespeare (Courses and professional development for teachers offered by the
RSC in partnership with University of Warwick): http://www.teachingshakespeare.ac.uk/
RSC example of interactive web performance and workshop for schools:
http://www.rsc.org.uk/whats-on/i-cinna/interactive-webcast.aspx
RSC Resource Bank: http://www.rsc.org.uk/education/resources/bank/
Shakespeare’s Globe in London: http://www.shakespearesglobe.com/education
Playing Shakespeare (Tailored website for young people operated by Shakespeare’s Globe
in London): http://www.playingshakespeare.org.uk/
National Theatre (UK) Discover: http://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/discover
BBC Bitesize resources: http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
BBC Bitesize resources for second-level English:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/websites/11_16/site/english.shtml
Creative Arts Team at the City University of New York (CUNY):
http://www.creativeartsteam.org/
The New Victory Theater, New York: http://www.newvictory.org/educationMain
BAM (Brooklyn Academy of Music) Education Program:
http://www.bam.org/view.aspx?pid=35
Citizens Theatre, Glasgow, TAG Programme: http://citz.co.uk/tag/
Second Age Theatre Company; Audio interviews with members of the creative team as
part of Macbeth, directed by David Horan, 2012: www.soundcloud.com/secondage
Abbey theatre resource packs:
http://www.abbeytheatre.ie/engage_and_learn/resource_packs/

Abbey resource packs specifically consulted for this review:
Ball, R. A Teacher’s Resource, Hamlet (by William Shakespeare, directed by Conall Morrison),
The Abbey Theatre, 2005
Ball, R. A Study Guide, The Gigli Concert by Tom Murphy, The Abbey Theatre, 2004
Lucey, A.; Blackhurst, H.; Kingston, P., Theatre as a Resource Guidance Notes, The Playboy
of the Western World, in a new version by Bisi Adigun and Roddy Doyle. The Abbey
Theatre, 2007 (Additional documents: Rehearsal Diaries and Interviews, and Responding
to Plays.)
O’Neill, C. A Teacher’s Resource, A Doll’s House (by Henrik Ibsen in a version by Frank
McGuinness) The Abbey Theatre, 2005
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1.

Background and context

1.1 Introduction
The Arts Council has commissioned a review of theatrical presentations of prescribed
curriculum plays for second–level school audiences. Submissions are invited from all
interested parties to inform the review process. Second-level school students, teachers,
theatre artists, theatre programmers, teacher-educators, arts-in-education specialists, and
others are invited to share their experiences in this area. The review will examine current
models of practice and potential ways the Arts Council might continue to support students’
theatrical engagement with plays on their school curriculum. Submissions may be made
in writing and/or by arranging to speak directly with the researcher appointed to carry
out the review. The deadline for submissions is Wednesday, 4th April 2012 at 12 noon.
Contact information is included below, and on the accompanying submission form.

1.2 Purpose of the review
The purpose of this review is to assist the Arts Council in considering how best, in current
circumstances, to address the provision of quality theatrical presentations of prescribed
curriculum plays for second-level school audiences. How might the Arts Council ensure
that most second-level students in Ireland have the opportunity to engage in a meaningful
way with theatre in the context of the plays they are studying at school? What models
currently exist or might be developed with regard to this particular area of provision?
The purpose of this discussion paper and call for submissions is to ensure that all interested
stakeholders have an opportunity to inform the review process by providing information
on their current practices or experiences, and sharing their ideas on how this type of
work might be presented, developed or supported in the future.

1.3 Context of the review
The Arts Council is the national agency for funding, developing and promoting the arts
in Ireland. The Council carries out its work in partnership with the arts sector and a range
of other national bodies, government departments and local authorities. The current Arts
Council strategy, Developing the Arts in Ireland 2011–2013, builds on previous plans and
‘has a dual focus on supporting artists and arts organisations and on seeking to increase
public engagement and participation in the arts.’
The Arts Council provides funding to a range of arts organisations, venues, festivals, local
authorities, and individual artists and practitioners creating work with, for and by young
people in and out of school, and has developed Artists~Schools Guidelines to encourage
best practice in delivering arts-in-education programmes.1

Arts-in-education refers to the interventions by artists and arts organisations into the life and learning
of young people, via visits, residencies, projects etc. Such interventions can occur within or outside of the
school building/ timetable. It might be said that the artist is central to the mediation of arts-in-education
experiences, and that responsibility for this field of endeavour falls more on arts policy-makers and providers.
Arts education on the other hand is understood as the education of a young person’s artistic and aesthetic
intelligence and responsibility for it lies within primary and post-primary curriculum provision. It might be said
that the teacher is central to the mediation of the arts education of a young person and the remit for this lies
with education policy-makers and providers.
1
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Developing the Arts in Ireland 2011–2013 includes a commitment to build on the 2008
Report of the Special Committee on Arts and Education, Points of Alignment. The
recommendations and actions developed in that document require a dual commitment
by the Department of Arts, Heritage and Gaeltacht (Department of Arts, Sport and Tourism
at the time the report was developed) and the Department of Education and Skills (then
Education and Science) to be acted upon. To date, these recommendations remain largely
unimplemented, due in part to increasing financial constraints across all government
budgets. Despite this, Points of Alignment provides a strong rationale for supporting
arts-in-education practice and remains an important reference for the Arts Council’s
ongoing commitment to this area of work. Theatrical presentations of prescribed
curriculum plays, which are the subject of the current review, must be addressed within
this broader framework of arts-in-education.
While this review has been commissioned by the Arts Council, the policy landscape and
current priorities within the Department of Education and Skills (DES), and the National
Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA) are clearly of relevance. The NCCA is
currently developing a new framework for Junior Cycle which will be introduced for
students entering school in 2014. This will include a new English syllabus, as well as
the introduction of short courses which can be designed by individual schools (and may
include theatre). Overall, the development and implementation of the curriculum over
the coming years will be influenced by Literacy and Numeracy for Learning and Life – the
National Strategy to Improve Literacy and Numeracy among Children and Young People,
published by the Department of Education and Skills in 2011.
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2.

Key considerations

2.1 Artistic quality
A key consideration for the Arts Council across all art forms and arts practices is quality.
The Arts Council broadly considers artistic work to be of a high quality when it is ambitious,
original, technically competent, and connects with people in a lasting way.2
A theatrical presentation for young audiences might be considered ambitious and original
in the production choices made. In aiming to create the highest quality theatre, the
direction and concept (including design, casting, performances, etc.) may be significantly
informed and enhanced by a company’s knowledge of its target audience, impacting on
the overall ambition and originality of the work.
Similarly, a venue or festival may be ambitious and original in the manner in which it
programmes and contextualises plays for young audiences. For example, a number of high
quality performances might be made available specifically for young audiences, or rich and
engaging complementary programmes might be offered for teachers and students. A
venue might play an important role in fostering a relationship with local schools and with
young people in an area, thus facilitating their experience of live theatre.
As described above, the overall quality of a theatrical presentation will depend on the
manner in which it resonates with its audience in a lasting way. Second-level students
attending a performance may be well placed to connect with the experience in an in
depth way if they are in the process of exploring the play through class discussions and
assignments. On the other hand, not all school students attending a play will have a prior
interest in theatre and may view the experience primarily as a vehicle to assist them with
their exams. This presents a potential challenge in ensuring a performance will resonate
with these young people on a personal and imaginative level.
While the theatre experience in itself must successfully engage the interest and imagination
of the audience, it may also be argued that the manner in which that experience is
mediated, whether by the teacher, or by arts-in-education specialists on behalf of a theatre
company or venue, or by some combination of these, is likely to impact on the overall
quality of the engagement for the young audience. For example, if students have had the
opportunity to engage with a script ‘on their feet’ as an ensemble of actors might, or if they
have been introduced to the process of interpreting a play for the stage, they are perhaps
more likely to be able to engage meaningfully with a performance as audience members.
The same quality considerations can be applied to any model of artistic engagement
targeting second-level students and their teachers. An artistic process which does not
include a presentation or performance would be considered to be of a high quality if it
is artistically ambitious, original, and technically competent in its design and delivery, and
connects with the participants (teachers or students) in a lasting way.

This understanding of quality is referenced in the Arts Council’s various award guidelines. It was developed
by Francois Matarasso: Weighing Poetry – exploring funding criteria for assessing artistic quality, Matarasso,
F., The Arts Council (2000).
2
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2.2 Educational outcomes
The Arts Council’s goals in providing quality theatre and arts experiences for young
people appear to be broadly compatible with the Department of Education’s goals for
young people as learners following the second-level school curriculum. It seems logical
that young people who have the opportunity to engage in a meaningful way with theatre
as a live art form will be in a better place to understand and explore dramatic works on
the curriculum. More broadly, there is clear evidence to suggest that by engaging in high
quality arts experiences, students are more likely to develop both the core and higher l
evel literacy skills which they need to succeed at school.3 However, the extent to which all
young people might have access to quality arts provision depends not only on the quality
of programmes made available by the professional arts sector, but on the extent to which
these are considered an essential part of a student’s learning experience at school. This
raises the following questions:
• From the point of view of delivering the curriculum, and the study of prescribed
plays in particular, what level of engagement with live theatre, if any, is essential
for young people to experience?
• What should the role of the professional theatre community and arts-in-education
specialists be in facilitating that experience?
• Does the curriculum pre-suppose that students will be able to fully appreciate
a dramatic text on their English or Irish syllabus without seeing it performed live?
Is it acceptable that students might explore their dramatic texts purely as literary
works? Or is it sufficient for them to see filmed interpretations of prescribed
plays, where these exist?
• From an educational perspective, is it important that all young people should
experience professional theatre as audience members at some point as
second-level students?
• If students experience a high quality live performance of any play, which is not
necessarily prescribed on the English or Irish syllabus, how might this experience
assist them when approaching the prescribed plays?
• Are activities and programmes that introduce students to the process of making
theatre essential in developing students’ literacy skills both as audience members,
and as readers of their prescribed dramatic texts?  
• Acknowledging that drama/theatre is not currently a subject in its own right at
second-level, what common goals might exist for artists, teachers and students
in relation to theatre and the school curriculum?
• In what ways might members of the theatre and education communities work
together (or continue to work together) to support young people to engage in
quality theatre experiences, which assist them in meeting their curriculum goals?

Bamford, A. (2006) The wow factor: global research compedium on the impact of the arts in education,
Germany: Waxmann Verlag GmbH
3
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2.3 Public service – equality and access
The Arts Council aims to ensure equal access to quality arts experiences for young people.
“There are some one million citizens who might be characterised as the ‘target population’
of Young People, Children, and Education (YPCE) provision. Their number and their
economic dependence, combined with the critical, developmental nature of childhood,
are factors that continue to inform YPCE policies that are aimed at establishing equal
access to quality arts experiences...” (Arts Council website: YPCE.)
When considering reaching the widest number of 12-18 year olds, the potential demand
for theatrical presentations of plays prescribed across all second-level schools in Ireland is
significant. Yet the current budgetary constraints across the arts and education sectors
require realistic targets regarding what models of provision might reach an acceptable
number of students. With regard to making quality artistic experiences as widely accessible
for young people as possible:
• Should presentations of prescribed plays be prioritised for support by the Arts
Council when considering theatre provision for second-level audiences?
• What models of provision would ensure that the widest number of second-level
students would have access to the richest forms of engagement with theatre?
• If a variety of professional theatre ‘offers’ for second-level students and teachers
are to be supported by the Arts Council, what educational outcomes would
ensure an appropriate demand and interest from schools?
• Overall, what should the role of the professional theatre community and of
arts-in-education specialists be in facilitating second level school students’
exposure to and experience of theatre, in the context of the plays they are
studying at school?
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3.

Submissions

3.1 Overview of the submissions process
Submissions are invited from all interested parties in response to any aspect of this discussion
paper, and in particular to the questions posed in Section 2 above (Key Considerations).
You are invited to offer your perspective on any of these issues based on your own
experience, and to raise any pertinent issues which you feel the Arts Council should keep
in mind when considering the findings of this review. While all observations are welcome,
contributors are encouraged to focus on potential solutions to some of the questions raised.
A submission form is available on the Arts Council website and is divided into three parts:
1. Your interest in this discussion
2. Narrative response
3. Stakeholder-specific questions
All submissions should indicate in which capacity you wish to participate in this discussion. Please see 3.2 below for more details. School students may prefer to frame their
narrative response as a short essay following the prompts in section 3.3 below. In addition, in section 3.4, students, teachers, and theatre/arts professionals are invited to
answer specific questions relating to their own experiences.
Written submissions can be sent by email to: seonani@gmail.com and must be received
by Wednesday, 4th April 2012 at 12 noon. If you wish to set up a time to speak with the
researcher, please send an email to seonani@gmail.com as soon as possible indicating
your interest and how you can be contacted.
Your input into this review process is greatly appreciated.

3.2 Your interest in this discussion
(See part 1 of the submission form.) Please preface your submission by indicating which
of the following – or which combination thereof – applies to you and is relevant to your
response. On your submission form, please indicate if you wish to contribute to this
discussion as:
• A current second-level school student in Ireland
(Please indicate whether you are a 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th or 6th year.)
• A former second-level school student in Ireland
(Please indicate the year you finished school.)
• A school teacher/school principal
• A parent/primary carer
• An audience member/member of the theatre-going public
• A theatre professional
• An arts-in-education specialist
• A teacher-educator
• An academic
• Other (Please specify.)
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3.3 Essay question
(See part 2 of the submission form.)
You may prefer to frame your submission as an essay in response to one of the following
prompts.
“A play does not live on a page. It needs to be performed to be appreciated.” Discuss,
with reference to any play or plays you have studied at school.
OR
“Who needs live theatre when you can watch a film?” Discuss, with reference to any play
or plays you have studied at school.

3.4 Stakeholder-specific questions
(See part 3 of the submission form.) Taking account of the current practices and experiences
of key stakeholders is fundamental to the review process. If you are a student, teacher,
theatre professional or arts-in-education specialist, please take a few moments to describe your experience in response to the questions below.
3.4.1

If you are a current or recent second-level school student (please indicate
which year you are in):
• What plays have you studied in school? Have you seen these plays performed?
If so, where and when?
• How did your experience of live theatre impact on your understanding of the play?
• What were the most exciting or engaging aspects of the play you saw performed?
• Do you feel it is essential for all students to view a professional production of
the plays you are studying? Why/Why not?
• Have you been to see theatre performances of plays you are NOT studying in
school? If so, how would you describe those plays? How did your experience
of those plays compare to your experience of the plays you are studying at school?
• Do you have an interest in theatre or performance outside of school? If so, please
describe your experience (for example, are you a member of a youth theatre?).
• Does your experience of theatre outside of school help you in any way with your
school studies, or do you view it as completely separate?

3.4.2

If you are a teacher or other professional in the field of education (please
indicate your subject or area of work):
• In your opinion, is a live theatre experience essential for second-level students to
fully engage with their prescribed curriculum plays? If so, why? Or if not, why not?
• How often do you bring your students to see professional theatre? Are the
productions always of prescribed plays? Please list any recent productions they
have attended, and the company or venue presenting the work.
• Do you introduce your students to theatre in any other way? For example, do you
conduct drama activities in your classroom when studying the prescribed plays?
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• Have you experienced any other models or programmes offered by the
professional theatre community for students and/or teachers? If so, please
describe this experience.
• Do you find it helpful if a theatre company or venue offers workshops with
teachers and/or students, compiles a theatre resource pack, or mediates a
production in any other way? Do you consider these aspects to form an
essential part of the theatre experience, or not?
• What are your aims in bringing your students to live theatre productions?
• Has your students’ experience of professional theatre helped them to meet
their curriculum requirements?
• What models or programmes would you like to see offered by the professional
theatre community for students and teachers?
3.4.3

If you are a theatre or other arts professional engaging with school audiences:
• Please describe your model of practice when engaging with schools (i.e. what
do you do?)
• Do you present plays which are on the school curriculum? If so, which ones?
• What are your artistic and/or educational aims?
• What resources (financial and otherwise) facilitate your work?
• What challenges do you experience in developing, presenting or programming
work for second-level audiences?
• In what ways, if any, do you consider an audience of second-level students to
differ from a general theatre-going audience?
• Does the manner in which you approach the development and presentation of
work for an audience of second-level school students differ in any way from
work targeted at a more general audience? If so, what is distinctive about the
way you develop work for an audience of second-level school students?
• How do you market your performances/programmes to school audiences?
• How do you gather feedback from schools and in what way does this impact
on the plays you programme or develop?
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Appendix E:
List of formal submissions received
(Listed alphabetically, arts sector first, then education sector)
Organisation/Affiliation:

Submitted by:

Abbey Theatre

Phil Kingston, Community and Education
Manager

Cyclone Repertory

Peadar Donohoe, Director; and Marcus Bale,
Company Manager

Draíocht

Emer McGowan, Director*

Fíbín Teo.

Darach O Tuairisg, Stiúrthóir Bainistíochta

Graffiti Theatre Co.

Emelie Fitzgibbon, Artistic Director/CEO

Independent/Actor

(Anonymous – has worked with Team and
Second Age)

National Association for Youth Drama

Michelle Carew, Director

Project Arts Centre

Cian O’Brien, Artistic Director

Red Kettle Theatre Co.

Ben Hennessy, Artistic Director

Second Age Theatre Co.

Linda Keating, Company Manager

Theatre Lovett

Muireann Ahern, Co-Artistic Director

Theatre Royal

Ben Barnes, Director

Department of Education Skills
Post-Primary Inspectors of English

Kevin O’ Donovan, Literacy, Numeracy,
Curriculum and Assessment Unit

Irish National Organisation of Teachers
of English (INOTE)

Mary O’Farrell, INOTE Chair

National Council for Curriculum
and Assessment

Declan O’Neill, Education Officer for English

Scoil Dara English Department, Kilcock

Audrey Hughes

Teacher (Newtown School Waterford)

Edward Denniston

Teacher (Former Chair, INOTE)

Larry Cotter, Former INOTE Chair

Teacher (Member of INOTE)

Róisín Ní Mhoráin

*Also member of Advisory Group
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Appendix F:
List of meetings, conversations and emails
In addition to the formal submissions received, representatives from stakeholder and
expert groups shared information, perspectives and clarifications through in-person
meetings, telephone conversations and emails.
Abbey Theatre

Phil Kingston, Community and Education
Manager; Andrea Ainsworth, Voice Director

An tSeirbhís Tacaíochta Dara Leibhéal
don Ghaeilge

Ide Ní Mhoráin

Arts Council

Martin Drury, Arts Director; Gaye Tanham,
Head of YPCE; John O’Kane, Arts Director;
David Parnell, Head of Theatre

Clare Youth Theatre

Eleanor Feely, Artistic Director

Department of Education Skills
Post-Primary Inspectors of English

Kevin O’ Donovan, Literacy, Numeracy,
Curriculum and Assessment Unit

Dublin Theatre Festival

Willie White, Artistic Director

Druid

Tim Smith, General Manager

Home School Community Liaison (HSCL)
Teacher, St. Tiernan’s Community College

Mary Fagan, HSCL Teacher

Irish Film Institute

Alicia McGivern, Head of Education

National Council for Curriculum  
and Assessment (NCCA)

Declan O’Neill, Education Officer for English

NCCA

John Halbert, Director (Re: Junior Cycle
Short Courses)

Pan Pan

Gavin Quinn, Co-Artistic Director

Poetry Ireland

Jane O’Hanlon, Education Officer

Professional Development Service
for Teachers (PDST)

Kevin Mc Dermott, National Coordinator
for English and Modern Languages*

Royal Shakespeare Company

Miles Tandy, Head of Education Partnerships
and Tracy Irish, Education Programme
Developer WSF

Second Age Theatre Co.

Alan Stanford, Artistic Director and Linda
Keating, General Manager

*Also a member of the Advisory Group
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Appendix G:
Young Critics focus group participants, 13 April 2012
National Association for Youth Drama (NAYD) Young Critics Focus Group
Focus Group facilitated by Alan King and Seóna Ní Bhriain
Marino Institute of Education
Friday, 13 April 2012
Focus Group Participants (Name, Age and County)
Aaron Mullaney (17)

Roscommon

Amaka Attoh (17)

Louth

Aoife Marie O’Donnell (17)

Mayo

Aoife Lanigan (17)

Clare

Art Kelleher (18)

Cork

Caroline Allen (16)

Sligo

Eimear Deery (16)

Monaghan

Kim Molloy (18)

Kildare

Luke Casserly (16)

Longford

Madi O’Carroll (16)

Wexford

Megan Moroney (16)

Louth

Niamh McCormack (16)

Kildare

Robert Galvin (17)

Cork

Sarah Brett (16)

Dublin

Sadhbh Keating (16)

Kerry

Sarah McGoohan (17)

Donegal
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Appendix H:
Forum participants and outline, 21 April 2012
Forum discussion and workshop
Saturday, 21 April, 2–5pm
Smock Alley Banquet Hall, Dublin
Facilitators: Andrea Ainsworth, Dr. Michael Finneran and Seóna Ní Bhriain
The forum discussion and workshop provided an opportunity for stakeholders from the
arts and education sectors to discuss their experiences and perspectives on the review
topic in a collaborative setting. The feedback generated informed Section 5 of the report.

Forum Participants
Abbey Theatre

Andrea Ainsworth

Abbey Theatre

Phil Kingston

Arts Council

Gaye Tanham

Arts Council

Martin Drury

Arts Council

Liz Coman

Association of Drama in Education in Ireland (ADEI)

Annie Ó Breacháin

Cyclone Repertory

Marcus Bale

Cyclone Repertory

Peadar Donohoe

DES English Inspectorate

Kate O’ Carroll

Draíocht Arts Centre

Emer McGowan*

Dublin University Players

Marc Atkinson*

Fíbín

Darach O Tuairisg

An tSeirbhís Tacaíochta Dara Leibhéal don Ghaeilge

Íde Ní Mhoráin

Graffiti Theatre Co.

Sile Ni Bhroin

Mannyman Comics

John Ruddy

Mary I, University of Limerick

Michael Finneran*

National Association for Youth Drama (NAYD)

Michelle Carew

National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA)

Declan O’Neill

Professional Development Service for Teachers (PDST)

Kevin McDermott*

Queens University

David Grant*

Red Kettle Theatre

Ben Hennessy

Second Age

Lianne O’Shea

Second Age

Linda Keating
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Student

Maria Forrest

Student/ Dublin Youth Theatre

Eric Moran

Student/ Dublin Youth Theatre

Hannah Dempsey

Student/ Dublin Youth Theatre

Becca Grogan

Teacher

Elaine Dobyn

Teacher

Cathy Devis

Teacher

Ann O’Meara

Teacher

Edward Denniston

Teacher

Michael Brennan

Teacher

Richie Ball*

Team Theatre and NAPD Creative Engagement

Derek West

Team Theatre

John Breen

Theatre Forum Ireland

Irma McLoughlin

*Advisory group members

Forum Outline
•

Welcome by Martin Drury, Arts Director, The Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealaíon.

•

Introduction to the review process and format of the day by Seóna Ní Bhriain.

•

Workshop with Andrea Ainsworth, Abbey Theatre – exploring dramatic texts.

•

Small groups, session one: goals, resources, barriers.
Forum participants divided into four stakeholder groups – teachers; students;
arts professionals; third level institutions and national agencies. They responded
to the following prompts:

In the context of curriculum plays,
•

What are our goals?

•

What current resources/infrastructure do we have that can assist in delivering goals?

•

What current obstacles/barriers do we face?

Short break
•

Feedback from small groups, session one, Chaired by Dr. Michael Finneran

•

Small groups, session two: partnership, training, support
Participants formed three groups, each with a different question to discuss:

•

Group one: How might the Department of Education and Skills, Arts Council,
NCCA and other national bodies work in partnership to further mutual goals?
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•

Group two: How can teachers be supported to provide rich and engaging theatre
experiences for students while delivering the curriculum?

•

Group three: How should the Arts Council support artists and arts organisations
to create/present high quality theatre experiences for second-level students?

•

Feedback and plenary discussion, Chaired by Dr. Michael Finneran

Several participants attended Pan Pan’s production of A Doll House by Henrik Ibsen,
which played at the Smock Alley Theatre that evening.
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Appendix I:
Suggested drama resources and plays, Junior Cycle
The following information is extracted from ‘Junior Certificate English – Guidelines for
Teachers’. The full document may be accessed through the Curriculum Online section of
the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment website.

Drama 1st Year – Suggested Resources (p. 8)
The Windmill Series (6 One Act Plays)

(Heinemann)

Play Ten – 10 Short Plays

Edward Arnold

It’s Your Choice – Six Role-playing Exercises

Michael Lynch (Edward Arnold)

Drama World Series

S. Fitzpatrick (Cambridge Educ.)

Plays Plus Series

(Collins Educational)

100+ Ideas for Drama

Scher & Verrall (Heinemann)

Another 100+ Ideas for Drama

Scher & Verrall (Heinemann)

Drama 2nd and 3rd Year – Suggested Resources (p.13 and p.16)
The Tinker’s Wedding

J.M. Synge

Riders to the Sea

J.M. Synge

The Shadow of a Gunman

S. O’Casey

On the Outside

T. Murphy

The Pot of Broth

W.B. Yeats

The Proposal

A. Chekov

Julius Caesar

W. Shakespeare

Henry IV, Part 1

W. Shakespeare

The Merchant of Venice

W. Shakespeare

Romeo and Juliet

W. Shakespeare

The Royal Hunt of the Sun

Peter Shaefer
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Appendix J1:
Prescribed Lists for Leaving Certificate English 2012
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Appendix J2:
Prescribed Lists for Leaving Certificate English 2013
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Appendix J3:
Prescribed Lists for Leaving Certificate English 2014
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Appendix J4:
Amendments to the Irish Language Leaving Certificate
Syllabus 2012–2014
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